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Welcome to the Lifeboat! 
You will find that the words ‘thank

you’ feature strongly in this issue – as
ever from volunteer to fundraiser and
donor but also more unusually from
survivor to rescuer. (As I write, the
RNLI’s official rescue statistics for 2006
have just been published. See the
central Listings section for details.)

I’m in a truly privileged position as
Editor of the Lifeboat, and not just
because I know about the latest RNLI
news before many others! As a day-to-
day part of my job, I get to hear direct
from lifeboat crew members and
lifeguards, trainers and lifeboat
designers, members and supporters,
and even, sometimes, those who’ve
been rescued.

Whatever apparently important
issue my colleagues and I are
struggling with simply fades away
when we meet those involved in such
matters of life and death. My hope is
that you ‘meet’ them too, through the
pages of the Lifeboat.

Liz Cook, Editor

P.S. Look out for some changes to 
the Lifeboat from Summer 2007 and
the addition of a regional supplement
so that you know more about what’s
happening in your part of the RNLI.

News
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This is just one glowing comment from a
visitor to the RNLI’s new Henry Blogg
museum in Cromer – and now ‘official’
accolades have followed.

The building's contemporary design
follows the curve of the cliff behind it and
mirrors the Georgian crescent opposite. It
has now earned architects Purcell Miller
Tritton LLP a Graham Allen Award for
Conservation and Design from North
Norfolk District Council.

Opened by comedian Ronnie Corbett in
April 2006, the museum’s centrepiece is the
Watson class lifeboat HF Bailey, which
served under Coxswain Henry Blogg 
(see Letters, page 13). Its many varied
interactive displays have won the museum
an Interpret Britain and Ireland Award.

Over 35,000 visitors came through the
museum’s doors in its first seven months
and many left their own tributes:

‘A lovely place that captures the
imagination. Impressive and heart
warming.’

'The children loved it.'

'An excellent addition to Cromer's
seafront and a fine tribute to the great
man Henry Blogg and all the crews.'

‘I liked the big boat!’

The current inshore lifeboat station is
next door and the all-weather at the end 
of the pier. The all-weather station will be
temporarily closed to visitors this Spring
while changes are made to the slipway for
a new Tamar class lifeboat. Check
rnli.org.uk/cromer to avoid disappointment.

For museum opening times, see
rnli.org.uk/henryblogg or call 01263 511294.
Look out in future issues of the Lifeboat for
news of developments at other RNLI
museums.

Dear Reader

‘A treasure trove!’

L–R: Edward Allen presents the award
in memory of his father to architect

David Bissonett
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The Atlantic 85 Chelsea
Flower Show en route to
the International Festival
of the Sea in July 2005
Photo: David Corben
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Round-the-world sailors Alex Thomson and Dee Caffari (pictured) were just
two of the 700 people who signed up as RNLI members at the London Boat
Show in January. They had joined the 10th birthday celebrations (sponsored by
Old Pulteney Whisky and the Fox Bar at ExCel) of the Offshore category of
RNLI membership, designed especially for those who actively use the sea. Alex,
famously rescued from the Southern Ocean during the Velux 5 Oceans race by
fellow competitor Mike Golding, commented: ‘Believe me, if you have to be
shipwrecked, the UK has to be the safest place in the world for you to do it,
thanks to the RNLI.’ He wasn’t alone
in thanking the volunteer crews.
Hundreds of messages of support
for them were left by visitors to the
RNLI’s stand, joining those from the
Christmas mailing – see the address
sheet accompanying this magazine
for a selection.

For further information about
joining Offshore, see page 15.
Current Offshore members can 
read more about Alex and Dee’s
appearance plus the RNLI’s new
Ambassador scheme for marine
traders and its partnership with
Ocean Training Ltd in the 
Spring 2007 issue of Offshore News.

Happy birthday!

At the end of 2006, the North Sea claimed
three fishermen’s lives; January 2007 saw
the deaths of seven fishermen off the
Republic of Ireland: just two horrifying
statistics that highlight one of the most
hazardous of industries. Fortunately, the
RNLI-developed MOB Guardian system has
been recognised as an essential lifesaving
piece of equipment for fishermen.

MOB Guardian helps to ‘take the search
out of search and rescue’, by tracking a

vessel’s position
and automatically
alerting
emergency
services of a man
overboard (MOB).
It has been

showered with awards in the last few
months (see panel).

The system uniquely combines man
overboard and vessel-overdue monitoring
technology with two-way communications
with search and rescue services – all in a
form that is robust in the harsh environment
at sea and easy to use in life-threatening
situations. The project team responsible
comprises the RNLI Fishing safety team;
manufacturer McMurdo; and satellite
software supplier AWS.

The cost to fishermen of buying 
MOB Guardian has been reduced thanks to a
substantial legacy from Miss Constance Linda
Mary Hilton and Government fisheries grants
(currently in England and Scotland only), and
two major marine insurance companies.
For further information call 01202 663142,
email mob_guardian@rnli.org.uk or go to
www.mobguardian.com.

Keeping watch

Lifeguarding to expand
The RNLI’s Trustees have decided to expand the charity’s
lifeguarding service beyond its current 62 beaches in the
south and south west of England with the aim of
doubling coverage by the year 2012. The success of this
plan will depend on building strong and effective
relationships with the relevant local authorities, not least
regarding funding, so the locations involved have not yet
been decided. Since their introduction in 2001, RNLI
lifeguards have assisted nearly 47,000 people and
directly saved 256 lives. The Lifeboat will bring you
more information as it becomes available.

3

Fishing News Awards 2006
• Winner of Safety category
• Shortlisted for Technical Innovation
• David Smith, RNLI Fishing Safety

Coordinator, nominated for Personality
of the Year

SEAWORK Innovation Awards 2006
• Winner of Safety category

British Computer Society IT Awards 2006
• Winner of The BT Innovation Flagship

Award for Technology; the Mobile
Computing Award and the Technology
Award for Systems

Design Week Awards 2007
• Runner up in the Industrial Product

Design category

Photo: Graham Wilding

RESULTS 
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News

A joint bid by the RNLI and the Family
Holiday Association is runner up in both
the HBOS UK Million £ Challenge 2007
and HBOS (Ireland)’s first such Challenge.
The charities will benefit from a year of
fundraising by HBOS staff. Look out for
counter appeals in Halifax and Bank of
Scotland branches, in May, August and
November.

Old Pulteney sold 15,000 RNLI-
promotional tubes of their ‘Genuine
Maritime Malt’ over the Christmas 2006
period, donating £2 from each sale to the
charity. Their support has continued at the
London Boat Show (see page 3) and they
are now offering readers of the Lifeboat the
chance to win one of five bottles of their
12-year-old single malt with its ‘distinctive
tangy, dry taste and mineral-salted
spiciness that evokes the rugged,
windswept character of the far North’.

To enter, send your name, address and
supporter number by email to
london@rnli.org.uk with ‘Old Pulteney’ in the
subject line, or on a postcard to Old Pulteney
Prize Draw, RNLI, 20 Buckingham Street,
London,WC2N 6EF, by 28 May 2007.You
must be aged 18 or over. Winners will be
selected at random from all entries received
by that date and notified by 28 June 2007.
For more information visit
www.oldpulteney.com.

Whisky galore

At their annual conference, held at 
The Lifeboat College in February, Loch Fyne
Restaurants announced the RNLI as their
first ‘charity of the year’. Their fundraising
target of £125,000 is intended for a new
Atlantic 85 inshore lifeboat for Lyme Regis
for 2012.

Loch Fyne’s Managing Director Richard
Morris explains: ‘We have a synergy with
the RNLI in that we are reliant on fishermen
to provide the products for our restaurants.
This is an ideal opportunity to support a
much-loved and well-respected
organisation.’

Loch Fyne is offering every RNLI
supporter a complimentary bottle of house
wine until 31 May 2007 (except for Easter
weekend). To qualify, a minimum of two
adult main courses must be ordered and the
offer cannot be used in
conjunction with any
other offer or with the
set £10 lunch. Present
your RNLI supporter
card before ordering.
See www.lochfyne.com
to find your nearest
restaurant.

A Fyne offer

Recycling is all the rage, and not just for
town councils. Now the likes of Lord
Sebastian Coe and Dame Ellen MacArthur
have joined in. They and other celebrities
took part in an eBay online auction to
mark the RNLI’s SOS day in January,
raising a substantial amount for the
charity – and if you use eBay, you too can
recycle to save lives.

eBay for charity allows you to sell
unwanted items and then donate some or
all of the proceeds to the charity of your
choice. Amazingly, eBay will then match
your percentage donation with the same
percentage of their fee.

For more information, log on to
www.ebay.co.uk/charity
or contact the RNLI’s
Rebecca McCarthy at
rmccarthy@rnli.org.uk.

Recycling to
save lives

Million £ Challenge

Many supporters boost their donations to the
RNLI by using Gift Aid. For every pound they
give, the RNLI gets an extra 28 pence from
the taxman. Thanks to these supporters, in
2006, this brought in an extra £3.7M! 

If you are a UK tax payer (and have paid
sufficient tax within the tax year of your
donation) the RNLI can claim back the basic
rate tax paid on all your donations. If you are
a higher rate tax payer, you can reclaim the
difference between the higher and basic rate
tax yourself.

For example, if you give £100 to the RNLI,
it can reclaim Gift Aid of £28.20 and you can
reclaim the difference between the two tax
bands, £23.07. This means a £128.20 gift to
the RNLI would have cost you only £76.93.
Alternatively, you can mark your self-
assessment tax form with the RNLI’s code,
HAB 39GG, and the extra sum will be paid
over to the charity.

For further information see
rnli.org.uk/giftaid or contact the RNLI’s
Supporter Care team on 0845 121 4999.

4
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The RNLI’s Headquarters in Poole, Dorset, is opening to the public on 21 and 22 July 2007.
This is a golden opportunity to see behind the scenes at The Lifeboat College, tour the
different classes of lifeboat, watch rescue demonstrations, and get safety advice from the
RNLI’s Sea Safety, Beach Safety and Education teams. Full details will be available nearer
the time at rnli.org.uk or by ringing Headquarters.

Open house

A trio of new arrivals at Burnham-on-
Sea lifeboat station, Somerset, have
been welcomed with open arms.
Joining a crew can be a nerve-
wracking experience but it didn’t take
long for Cuddles to settle in last year,
especially when the existing crew
discovered that he didn’t talk back,
object to being thrown into the
water or scoff their biscuits! For
Cuddles was their new 70kg rescue
dummy, kindly donated by the
regulars of the Orchard Inn at 

West Huntspill after a series of fundraising events.
Steve Atkinson (pictured above) has been equally willing in his

training. A tractor driver at New Quay lifeboat station, Cardiganshire,
he moved to Burnham for work and was accepted as a lifeboat
shore helper in 2003. However, when he applied to join the crew,
disappointment came – he found his eyesight didn’t meet the
RNLI’s standards. Not to be deterred, Steve went for laser eye
surgery until finally, in July 2006 and after six years of perseverance,
his dream to become a lifeboat crew member came true.

Burnham-on-Sea (not to be confused with Burnham-on-Crouch
in Essex) is considered one of the RNLI’s newest lifeboat stations yet
it located a series of 10-oared lifeboats there from the mid
1800s–1930. The introduction of longer-range motorised lifeboats
along the coast led to closure then, after 64 years, the independent
Burnham Area Rescue Boat launched. Invited to return in 2003, the
RNLI now operates two inshore lifeboats at Burnham, an Atlantic 75,
Staines Whitfield, and, since December 2006, a D class, funded by 
Mrs Oonagh Mitchell of Oxfordshire: Puffin. This delightful name 
will be officially bestowed at a ceremony on 12 May 2007.

Cuddles, Steve and Puffin
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YOUR ORDER

Offer can only be used once. Not to be used in
conjunction with any other offer

Offer expires 30.06.07
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“60 is the new 50 these days and we 

can all optimise the quality as well as

the quantity of our lifespan to actively

‘live younger’– nutrition is the key to

influencing our healthy lifespan.”

DR SARAH BREWER
GP and Nutrition Expert

90 CAPSULES
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120 TABLETS
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360 TABLETS

£7.95

younger ! 
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After months at sea, the White Star liner
Suevic was within hours of completing her
voyage from Australia to Plymouth when she
hit rocks off The Lizard, Cornwall. Thick fog
had disorientated her crew. It was 10.30pm
on 17 March 1907 and there was a gale
blowing. Heavy seas were pounding the
shore – and there were more than 400
people onboard.

It was fortunate for the Suevic’s
passengers that the ship’s crew dealt with
the situation calmly. One local newspaper
later reported: ‘Was there any suggestion of
a panic? None whatever. I have never seen
better behaviour in my life. One must 

remember the cigar 

of Captain Jones [of the Suevic]. He directed
operations with a cigar in his mouth. It was
an inspiration. If anything could stop a
panic it would be a man who could keep
the ash on the end of his cigar in a gale and
an emergency.’

While distress flares were fired, two of
the ship’s own lifeboats were lowered.
Eyewitnesses recalled how two of the
Suevic’s seamen, named Anderson and
Adams, worked especially hard to transfer
women and children from the liner to one of
the boats. But, unknown to the ship’s
officers, dangerous rocks stood between the
Suevic and the safety of the shore. Such
small vessels faced a perilous journey.

As the Suevic’s boats struggled out from
her shadow, RNLI lifeboats from The Lizard

and Cadgwith came into sight, their
crews battling with their oars

against the swell. They part
towed, part guided the

two daughter boats

ashore, and then returned to the stranded
ship to transfer more passengers themselves.
Howard FG Rowley, the then RNLI Inspector,
said: ‘Had the lifeboats not been at hand
they [the passengers] would doubtless never
have reached the shore. Such heroic acts
deserve to be brought before the notice of all
British people.’

Lifeboat crews from Coverack and
Porthlevan now joined their comrades in
bringing passengers from the wreck. One
woman, who initially refused to let go of the
ladder hanging at the side of the liner, was
reportedly involved in a tug-of-war with the
lifeboatman who had her by the ankles! The
women of Cadgwith were more willing:
gathering on the beach, they helped pull the
lifeboats ashore, and one in particular was
seen to rush in up to her waist to carry
children to safety.

As the night wore on, the sea and wind
grew more ferocious, but the lifeboat crews
kept working. Households from around the

Feature

The most lives saved
A hundred years ago, a liner full of passengers needed saving off the Cornish coast –
one lifeboat just wasn’t going to be enough
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Feature

Top: The Lizard lifeboat of 1907
Above: The Suevic founders

Below: A reconstruction of the 
rescue for television

Photo: Nigel Millard

area welcomed the traumatised
passengers into their homes,
although two rescuees quickly
disappeared when they reached
dry land – they turned out to have
been stowaways.

By 12 noon on 18 March, all
456 of the Suevic’s passengers and
crew had been brought to safety,
including more than 70 babies. This
feat was then, and still stands now,
the biggest rescue of human life in
one incident by the volunteer
crews of the RNLI. In recognition of
particular acts of bravery, four RNLI
crew members later received Silver
Medals for Gallantry. A message
from the White Star Line, read at
the presentation of the medals,
said: ‘We take this opportunity of
stating that we appreciate most
highly the very meritorious services
rendered by the crews of the
lifeboats on the occasion of the
wreck of our steamer.’

After nine days languishing on
the rocks, Suevic was dealt with in
an unusual operation. She was
blown in two by dynamite. The
bow section, too damaged to

salvage, was left to break up where
the ship went aground, but the
stern was towed to Southampton
for repair. Meanwhile at the
Harland and Wolff yard in Belfast,
shipbuilders constructed a new
bow. With her two sections now so
far apart, Suevic became known as
the longest ship in the world! Once
rebuilt, she was renamed the
Skytteren and became a
Norwegian whaling factory ship.

Reporting on the whole
remarkable incident, the Autumn
1907 Life-boat Journal remarked:
‘A disaster of such magnitude
seldom occurs on the coast of the
United Kingdom … Thanks to the
prompt action of the Life-boats in
the neighbourhood and the
splendid discipline maintained on
board it was happily unattended
by loss of life.’ An understatement
indeed.

(Readers in the south west of
England might have seen a
dramatised documentary of the
Suevic rescue on local ITV in
March; a real demonstration of
Train one, save many!)
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This is the remarkable story of a vessel’s transformation over a period of
more than 30 years. Starting life as a working tug, then named Simson,

she travelled the world for 20 years working on large-scale
assignments such as the movement of oil platforms across

thousands of nautical miles. She was refitted in the early 1990s
to become a luxury home for a billionaire and his family. For the
last 10 years, the re-named Lone Ranger and her owners have

covered the world, as befits a vessel so accustomed to such a wide
range of seascapes.

Told in great detail thanks to the author’s vast experience of the sea and writing for
yachting journals, this large-format hardback  is impressive in appearance and includes
‘hands-on’ photography on virtually every page.

The Lone Ranger story – from salvage tug
to super yacht

by John Julian
Published by Seafarer Books

ISBN 0955024307
Price £19.95 hardback

Books

the Lifeboat Spring 2007

Astronomer Patrick
Moore wrote the

Foreword to this
extraordinary

record of oral
history:

‘I have
known
Selsey all

my life, and have
lived here for almost 

40 years now, so although I am
(or was!) an airman I am very

well acquainted with the
people of the sea. I know

the coastguards, the
divers, the fishermen
and the lifeboat crews.

They are remarkable people
and Ruth Cocks has written a

remarkable book about them. She has spent 
16 months talking to them and she has let them speak

for themselves. They have much to say and much to tell us.
‘There are puzzles: how do you tell a male cuttlefish from a

female cuttlefish, and why do you want to know? 
‘There are unexpected twists: … Divers inspected the Nab Tower, a

disused lighthouse, which is now of no use to anybody; the authorities

wanted to blow it up until they were told that it lies on a fault in the
earth’s crust, and exploding it would trigger the fault to such an
extent that parts of Portsmouth and the Isle of Wight would sink into
the sea (needless to say, the Nab Tower is still intact).

‘There are great characters, such as “Honest Bill”, who still has his
hut at East Beach and makes his team provide excellent fish at
excellent prices as I know, because I am a very regular customer.
He is noticeably reticent about an episode in 1950, when after a
particularly dangerous rescue he was presented with the RNLI’s
[Thanks of the Institution Inscribed on] Vellum and also the Maud
Smith Award, for the bravest act of lifesaving by any lifeboat man
during the year.

‘There are tragedies: the sea can be merciless, but the Selsey
lifeboat men [and women] have saved many lives, and Ruth Cocks
makes us realise how brave and how dedicated they are. ...

‘When you read this book you
will look into the past and also
gain a better understanding of the
present. Techniques have changed,
but the “people of the sea” have
not. Let us pay tribute to them and
thank Ruth Cocks for giving us so
vivid and accurate a picture.’

Ruth is keen to sell her last
remaining 150 copies so that she
can donate £12,000 to the RNLI,
£4,000 to The Coastguard
Association and £4,000 to The
Shipwrecked Mariners’ Society. The
book is available from the author,
by telephone 01243 601272 or
email ruth@selseybill.plus.com.
Further details can also be found at
voicesfromthesea.net.

Unless other ordering details
are stated, all books reviewed
in the Lifeboat are available
from all good bookshops and
online from Amazon via the
RNLI website at
rnli.org.uk/amazon.
Amazon will donate a
minimum of 5% of the value
of all such orders to the RNLI.
(For the RNLI to benefit in
this way you must access
Amazon via the RNLI website
and not go direct to Amazon.)

Voices from the sea

by Ruth Cocks
Self published

Price £14 paperback 
(plus £3.50 postage)
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The Atlantic 85 Chelsea
Flower Show en route to
the International Festival
of the Sea in July 2005
Photo: David Corben

To add your opinion, write to The Editor at RNLI Headquarters 
or email thelifeboat@rnli.org.uk

Letters

Dear Editor

My father and I witnessed the whole incident reported in 
‘Between a rock and an angry sea’ in the Lifeboat Winter 2006/07.

The RNLI lifeguards were incredible, repeatedly bringing their
rescue boat into 1–2m surf only metres from the rocks. The most
impressive part was watching them going back out: at times their
boat was vertical as it powered through the surf.

Afterwards, we and two other men helped the catamaran’s
owner to move it some 30m over the rocks until it was up under the
cliff and above high water. We took the mast up the cliff to our house
and then via trailer back round to Rock. The following day the boat
owner was able to retrieve the cat with only superficial damage – she
was certainly in no way ‘unsalvageable’ as stated in the article, which
considering the state of the sea and the battering she had on the
rocks was amazing.

All in all, the experience was quite exciting, but also very
humbling as we are sailors ourselves but had decided against going
out on that day – it certainly showed how quickly things can go
wrong, in this case from something as simple as a torn jib.

Charlie Goodliffe
Polzeath, Cornwall

Dear Editor

Reading the latest issue of the Lifeboat I saw a face from my past –
Henry Blogg, former Coxswain of the Cromer lifeboat.

During the Second World War, I was in the Royal Naval Patrol Service
as a gunman on an old smokey joe trawler, minesweeping around 
‘the hump’ between Great Yarmouth and Cromer. Convoys were constantly
under attack by E boats and we would sweep among the debris. If we
picked up bodies, alive or dead, we turned them over to the lifeboat, as
we had to carry on with our sweep. I didn’t know the Coxswain’s name
until we saw it in the newspaper after one of his many decorations. The
next time we met, our skipper gave him a bottle of whisky! 

I have had several nostalgic thoughts since seeing the photograph
but I am also full of admiration for those who, even in these modern
times, live lives of such dedication, and all for free. At 90, I give what I
can, little and often.

Yours thankfully
Arthur Roylance
Blackpool, Lancashire

The Editor comments:
See page 2 for more news of the RNLI’s Henry Blogg museum.

the Lifeboat Spring 2007

Photo: Richard Norman
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Letters

Dear Editor

We keep on hearing about the high demand for the RNLI's services
together with requests for more funds but I wonder how the
‘recipients’ respond? If someone saved me, or a member of my family
or friends, I would make a donation at the very least and when I found
out it was a voluntary organisation would become a member to help
others. It would be interesting to know whether during a period of
record launchings how many of those rescued feel the same way.

Yours faithfully
Ernest Duckett
RNLI Life Governor
Giffnock, Glasgow

The Editor comments:
This is something about which many of our readers wonder.

The RNLI’s Service information section tells us that, alongside the
official report of each and every incident, rescuees are given the
opportunity to give their own account using a preprinted form. They
can describe how they got into trouble and give feedback on the
actions of their rescuers. See page 33 for two grateful survivors.

As to money, some rescuees will spontaneously donate on scene.
Others will show their thanks much later perhaps by sending a one-off
donation, setting up a gift in their Will, or even holding a fundraising
event, but often with no mention of why. Their family and friends may
also react, but again not necessarily with an explanation and
sometimes anonymously – there is often much embarrassment at
being rescued! All in all it is impossible to put a figure on donations or
subscriptions received as a direct result of a rescue.

Dear Editor

We had a great time at our school, supporting RNLI SOS day on 
26 January 2007.

Not all of us wore trainers – some children wore wellies (like the
lifeboat crew do), riding boots or the shoes that are also roller skates.
Our Head Teacher, Miss Dean, greeted us wearing two different
trainers, which made us laugh, and Mrs Hobster our School Secretary
came to work in her fluffy slippers.

In the afternoon it was Team Time when all the classes get mixed
up. We had a quiz on the work of the RNLI and when it’s safe and not
safe to play on the beach and in the sea.

We really did enjoy ourselves on the RNLI’s special day and we
hope our donation of £100 will help.

From the children of
Gosfield Community Primary School
Halstead, Essex

The Editor comments:The RNLI hopes to receive up to £300,000
from schools, businesses and individuals involved in SOS day around
the UK and RoI. Why not put the next RNLI SOS day in your diaries
now: Friday 25 January 2008? Also see rnli.org.uk/shorething, the
RNLI’s website for young people, parents and teachers.

Dear Editor

Unlike Mr Long (the Lifeboat letters,Winter 2006/07) I don’t know
anyone who has needed the services of the RNLI. I don’t own a boat
and my only regular ventures to sea are onboard ferries. Despite this,
I have been an RNLI Governor for some years. This is not out of a
misguided need for ‘status’ but because I think RNLI volunteers
represent the best in altruism. There is also the minor point that, if
there was anything contentious needing a vote, I could have my say.

At present I can afford the level of subscription that gives me this
right but retirement is looming. One of the first things I am going to
reassess is subscriptions, especially those that require an annual
payment. I wonder how many RNLI supporters would welcome the
opportunity to make monthly contributions, perhaps by Direct Debit?

Yours sincerely
Clive French
Beith,Ayrshire

The Editor comments: The Lifeboat is pleased to report that the RNLI
welcomes subscriptions and donations by Direct Debit, whether
monthly, quarterly or annually. As well as spreading the cost for each
supporter, regular giving by Direct Debit allows the charity to plan its
finances, and therefore its work, more confidently and accurately. See
opposite for contact details to set up regular payments.

Some characters from the
RNLI’s Shorething! website

Can you help?
Are you a trained, experienced journalist or writer, with a passion
for the sea and the RNLI – and some spare time? If so, please
contact the Editor to discuss how you might contribute to the
range of RNLI publications.

rnli.org.uk
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Letters

the Lifeboat Spring 2007

Corrections

In the Winter 2006/07 account of Barra Island crew’s Bronze Medal
service to the yachtVijaya we wrongly labelled the wind direction
arrow in the accompanying diagram as easterly when it should
have been westerly, forgetting that winds are described by the
direction they come from, tidal streams by the direction they go to.

In our list of Atlantic 85 lifeboats to come into service during
2006, we included B-808 at Walmer and incorrectly named her
Arthur Donald McLauchlan. This should have been simply Donald
McLauchlan.

The former Deputy Launching Authority and Crew Member 
at Helensburgh listed in our Deaths column should have been 
Rob Hyslop not Hislop.

Dear Editor

I write to say how pleased I was to read that the ‘powers that be’
have come to their senses and conceded that all fuel for lifeboats
will be VAT free. It is a great pity that this concession was not
granted from an earlier date and it is to be hoped that the same
powers will not be as dilatory in relieving from VAT the various
areas you itemise in connection with saving lives at sea.

Yours very sincerely
WLR Reed
Cobham, Surrey

The Editor comments:This was one of dozens of such letters and
emails received following our article.You may wish to petition the
UK Government directly at http:petitions.pm.gov.uk/Charities/ 
to remove the RNLI and other charities from liability for the high
amount of VAT they must still pay on a range of other items.

Introducing the RNLI
The Royal National Lifeboat Institution is a registered charity
that saves lives at sea. It was founded in 1824 as the 
National Institution for the Preservation of Life from Shipwreck.

Today, it provides the 24-hour on-call search and rescue
service out to 100 nautical miles from the coast of the UK and
RoI; on the tidal reaches of the River Thames; and on selected
inland waterways plus a seasonal lifeguard service on appropriate
beaches in the south and south west of England. (See page 18
for a map of the service as of May 2006.)

The RNLI is independent from Government and continues to
rely on voluntary contributions and legacies for its income.

How to support the RNLI
You can help save lives by becoming a regular supporter of the
RNLI. There are three adult grades of support: Shoreline, Offshore
(for those who use the sea themselves) and Governor. Governors
may vote at the RNLI’s annual general meeting. Storm Force is
the RNLI’s membership club for children.

Contact the RNLI’s Supporter Care team for more
information and to set up payments: telephone 0845 121 4999,
email supporter_care@rnli.org.uk or write to them at
Headquarters (see below) quoting LBM579.

The Lifeboat is the RNLI’s supporter magazine. Blind and partially
sighted readers can choose to receive an audio-tape version as well
– this is a free service.

To advertise in the Lifeboat, contact Laura Gibbs
at Madison Bell Ltd on 01225 465060 or email
laura.gibbs@madisonbell.com.

Offshore members, and those Governors who opt to, receive
Offshore News as well, in April, July and October.

Storm Force members receive Storm Force News quarterly.

For general enquiries contact Headquarters: telephone
0845 122 6999, email info@rnli.org.uk, or write to 
RNLI, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset, BH15 1HZ.

Minimum annual subscription  rates

UK RoI

Shoreline single £24 €34
Shoreline joint £42 €60

Offshore single £60 €86
Offshore joint £102 €146

Governor single £72 €103
Governor joint £120 €172
Life Governor £1,750 €2,512
(One-off payment)

Storm Force £7.50 €10.50
children’s club

Reader information

Dear Editor

Over the past decade I have had a regular crew of about 20 pals
who come sailing with me onboard my Stag 28 yacht Arkaroola
from Lymington. We set up a schedule at the beginning of the
year as to who will be sailing on which weekend and it is very
frustrating when a crew member drops out at the last minute. I
used to dissuade this with a punishment of walking the plank or
keelhauling, but I was losing too many good crew … I therefore
introduced a penalty system where a fine of £10 has to be paid
to the RNLI. In this way, I keep to a minimum the number of
crew dropping out at the last minute while also raising funds for
a worthy cause. Other skippers in a similar situation may want to
give it a try!

Best wishes
Ben Mitchell
by email
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Fine food and drink, comfortable accommodation and much 
more for all RNLI members

The Lifeboat College Gift Vouchers
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Summer Seaside Break

7 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast for the price of 6 
offer subject to availability from 6 July - 31 Aug 07 Please quote SSB07

Autumn & Winter Warmer Weekends

Claim Your Free Wine - Reserve dinner in Riggers Restaurant for both nights 
at the time of booking, to claim a complimentary half bottle of wine per 
person, per booking

The perfect gift for Birthdays, Christmas or any occasion. Vouchers for £25, 
£50 and £100 are available from reception

2 nights Bed & Breakfast £120 double occupancy  
£100 single occupancy

A room with a view

offer subject to availability from Friday 31 August 2007 - Saturday 26 January 2008, please quote AWB0708. 
Free wine offer only available when dinner is booked at time of bedroom booking and is not available retrospectively

Our unique waterfront location 
provides stunning views of Poole 
Harbour from every room. Everyone 
involved with the RNLI - volunteers, 
members, crew and our other RNLI 
family members - can enjoy the wide 
range of facilities.

You’re welcome to hire one of our 
mountain bikes, but if you prefer 
something less strenuous, opt for a 
stroll around Poole Harbour instead. 
Then you can sit down to lunch and 
dinner in our relaxed restaurant and 
bar and take in the harbour views. 

 
 

So why not come and join us
Call to book or for more information 0870 833 2000

or email: tlc_reception@rnli.org.uk

Remember! Every £1 you spend at The Lifeboat College helps the RNLI to 
save lives at sea

The Lifeboat College, The Royal National Lifeboat Institution, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset, BH15 1HZ

www.rnli.org.uk/thelifeboatcollege

Charity registered in England, Scotland and the Republic of Ireland
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Lost and listing
Volunteer lifeboat crews from Falmouth and
The Lizard joined the rescue operation of the
26 crew of MSC Napoli on 18 January 2007.
The vessel, 41 miles SE of The Lizard, was
taking on water through a hole in her
starboard side. Before the lifeboats reached the
scene, Napoli’s crew abandoned ship in their
own lifeboat and were winched safely into two
RNAS helicopters. Exmouth inshore lifeboat
George Bearman was tasked a couple of days
later (when this photograph was taken by the
crew) with checking that loose containers
were not causing a hazard at sea.

Gas rig tragedy
Barrow and Fleetwood all-weather lifeboats
James Bibby and William Street joined in the
search for survivors of a helicopter crash on
27 December 2006. Lifeboat crews worked
tirelessly through the night in dark, cold
conditions far out in Morecambe Bay, alongside
other search and rescue teams, who recovered
six bodies. Lytham St Annes’ Lifetime Care took
over at 6am to search for the remaining man,
who at the time of writing is still missing,
presumed dead. To help the accident

investigation, Fleetwood crew searched the
crash site for wreckage, recovering a seat and
parts of a door and the nose cone.

Stafford rescues Staffie
Stan the Staffordshire terrier had a brush with
death last Summer,when he nearly drowned at
Harlyn Bay, North Cornwall. The white-dappled
Staffie was pulled from the surf by his owner
and rushed into the arms of RNLI Lifeguard 
Tim Stafford.Tim’s fellow lifeguards were out on
another rescue involving a boat that had lost
power, so it was left to Tim to save the near-
lifeless pooch by using CPR, the ‘kiss of life’.

Knocked for six
Holiday celebrations nearly ended in tragedy
when six people were thrown from their boat
into the icy sea off the Connemara coast, on
28 December 2006. Their currach was
overturned by a giant wave. All six seafarers
were thankfully wearing lifejackets and two
of them managed to swim to land. A friend
back on the beach saw the accident and
raised the alarm immediately. Eight minutes
later Clifden’s B class Benjamin Downing
Fairbridge had reached the casualties, two of

whom were in the advanced stages of
hypothermia.

Deluge hits Highland homes
Lifeboat crews rescued 40 people after
torrential rain caused extensive flooding in
Dingwall, Ross and Cromarty. RNLI volunteers
joined other emergency services in
evacuating residents from their homes as
water levels reached waist height. Many
people were surprised to see the RNLI so far
inland, but the charity’s swift-water rescue
training is designed for just such emergencies.

Lifeboatmen on an RWC!
On 21 October 2006, Bude’s D class 
Henry Philip was joined on a shout by the
station’s rather less-traditional rescue
watercraft (RWC, often incorrectly called by
the trade name jet ski). In rough seas and 2m
swell they approached two missing surfers
stuck high on a rock, north of Sandymouth. As
hoped, the RWC was even better suited than
the inflatable to get in close. RWCs have been
used to great effect by RNLI lifeguards for
years, but volunteers at Bude are the first
lifeboat crew to trial RWCs.

RNLI in action
This quarter’s highlights of the many hundreds of lifeboat launches and lifeguard incidents 
around the UK and Republic of Ireland

19the Lifeboat Spring 2007
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Keith White was attempting to circumnavigate
the British Isles in his yacht Nephele to
fundraise for the RNLI and four other
charities but his project wasn’t exactly
going smoothly. Early in his voyage, the 
ex-paratrooper’s boat was blown off
course, up to the Netherlands and Norway.
He broke two ribs and then his autopilot
failed. Now north west of Ireland, he made
a routine call to the Coast Guard and
received more bad news: a force 9 severe
gale was heading his way. He was unlikely
to make it to the shelter of land, 60 miles

south, in time, so Keith decided to stay put
and weather out whatever was coming.

Growing danger
Sure enough, in time, strong winds shook the
10m yacht and waves crashed about her,
damaging the mast. This was worse than
anything Keith had been through before. He
lost radio contact with the Coast Guard and
knew he was in real trouble. He sent a Mayday.

Luckily the distress call was picked up by
a passing ship and relayed to Malin Head
Coast Guard who tasked two Coast Guard

search and rescue helicopters from Sligo and
an RAF Nimrod from Kinloss to find Nephele.
Eventually they succeeded: she was 11 miles
further north east than estimated. However,
conditions were now too extreme to winch
Keith off and both helicopters returned to
land. The Nimrod kept watch while the
Arranmore lifeboat crew sprung into action.

The Severn class Myrtle Maud launched
at 11.45pm, with Anthon Kavanagh in
command and Jimmy Early at the helm.
Once clear of Arranmore Island the lifeboat
was confronted by winds of up to force 10,

20

Far from land, a lone yachtsman battened down the hatches and prepared to ride out the
forecast bad weather, but no one could have predicted what happened next

rnli.org.uk

RNLI in action

Through hell and high water
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6m swells and large breaking seas. Even at 
22 knots or so, the crew knew it would be a
painfully long haul to cover the 36 miles to
the casualty.

Conditions deteriorated further. At one
point the lifeboat fell stern first into a deep
trough in the swells. The engine overspeed
alarm sounded briefly and the crew held
their breath as the lifeboat nearly stalled, but
the propellers regained thrust just in time.

Extraordinary strength
Alone on the yacht, Keith found himself in
the midst of a tempest; not the predicted
force 9 severe gale, but a wicked force 10
storm. Nephele was overwhelmed, capsized
and Keith fractured two more ribs.

‘I was walking on the ceiling at one
point. After that capsize, I went outside to
check the damage, but it was so black, I
couldn’t see the boat. I looked up to see
the outline of my six-man liferaft flying
like a kite in the sky.’

Keith returned to the cabin and seconds
later, the yacht capsized again. Steering was
impossible: he was at the mercy of the
winds. Exhausted from trying to keep the
yacht stable Keith tried to snatch some sleep.
He considered he could properly assess the
damage, to both boat and body, at daybreak.

At 3am, the lifeboat was still 7 miles
from the besieged Nephele, which was now
65 miles north of Arranmore Island, nearly
twice the original estimate. The Nimrod crew
guided the lifeboat towards the yacht, using
illuminating flares, but Keith’s boat was
impossible to spot from within the now 10m
seas, rain and spray. Anthon recalls: ‘When
we were only half a mile away, we still
couldn’t see him.’

Keith awoke to a chink of light coming
through the cabin window. His first thought
was that it was sunlight, dawn, but it was the
searchlights from the Myrtle Maud. Keith
remembers: ‘I felt a great sense of relief that I
was no longer alone.’

Anthon moved out to the exposed upper
steering position and assessed the yacht. She
was in a sorry state, listing heavily to port, hit
by breaking seas and her torn foresail was
flying freely in winds of over 70 knots.
Although his instinct was to evacuate the
injured Keith from Nephele, he knew it would

be far too dangerous to attempt. With dawn
fast approaching, he decided to wait until
daylight and then rig a tow.

The crew at last made radio contact with
Keith and talked him through their plans. He
followed instructions on redistributing
weight in the cabin, to help level the boat. At
sunrise he donned a safety harness and
prepared to make his way out to the
foredeck, to receive the tow. Where some
would have been disabled by fear and pain,
Keith was composed
and practical. The 
ex-para simply states:

‘I know what fear is
like – you’ve got to
overcome it.’

All but two of the
lifeboat crew left the
security of the
wheelhouse and
braved the elements to
set up the tow. Anthon
took the helm at the
upper steering position
and expertly
manoeuvred the
lifeboat to within 6m
of the yacht, to give
Keith the best chance
of catching the
heaving line. But just
as Jimmy Early threw
it, a huge wave hit the
yacht and Keith was
thrown over the far
side, out of sight of the
lifeboat crew.

After a few terrible
minutes the
lifeboatmen were
amazed to see Keith
climbing back onboard,
using the lifeboat’s
heaving line, which had
twisted around his leg.
This was an
extraordinary, even
super-human, feat: Keith had five freshly
broken ribs, severe bruising and, from an old
injury, the use of only one arm. It was by
sheer determination and strength that he
secured himself and then the tow before
retreating to the cockpit.

Mercy mission
The closest land was Tory Island, 64 miles
away so, at just 4 knots, the tow would take
some 12 hours. Moreover, the yacht was
rocking violently and the lifeboat crew feared
for Keith’s wellbeing. A large research vessel
in the vicinity, Celtic Explorer, kindly gave the
yacht some shelter and so reduced the
sickening motion.

As the morning passed, Keith told the
lifeboat crew he felt very tired and hungry.

At midday, a Coast Guard helicopter returned
to the scene. The crew were willing to winch
Keith to safety, but he selflessly declined
their offer: he thought it would be too
dangerous for them.

By 2pm the storm was at last abating.

the Lifeboat Spring 2007
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DONEGAL, 
IRELAND

Wind 
south west
 force 9–10

Tidal stream
0.5 knots

Swell 5–6m

0 5 10

Nautical miles

Lifeboat launches at 
11.45pm Saturday and 
returns 8pm Sunday

Land

Deeper water

Sand/shingle

TORY ISLAND Arrived at Tory Island
4pm

Tow commenced at
4.45am

Arranmore’s lifeboat really did face ‘all
weathers’, like this Severn class, and the
inflatable Y boat stored on top proved
invaluable once the storm began to ease

A sight for sore eyes: Martin gains control of the Nephele
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Keith sounded overtired and was
repeatedly saying he was cold. The
lifeboat crew suspected hypothermia
and there was a good two hours still
to go. Anthon considered that the
conditions were at last safe enough to
transfer someone to the yacht. Jimmy
took the helm once again while
Anthon manned the lifeboat’s Y class
inflatable with Martin Gallagher.
Anthon explains: ‘I volunteered as 
I’m experienced in small boats and,
besides, all the other men are married.’

In a force 5–6 wind, Anthon
manoeuvred the tiny boat between
the Severn and Nephele. Martin
climbed aboard with hot tea, biscuits
and a thermal suit for Keith and to
take control of the steering. It was too
rough to recover the Y boat however,
so Anthon travelled alongside the
lifeboat until they were in the lee of
Tory Island. The crew worked together
to bring the yacht alongside the
lifeboat, so Keith could at last be
transferred. He was given dry clothes,

more to drink and hot
food: ‘The best I’d ever
tasted.’

After 19 hours at sea,
the exhausted lifeboat
crew brought Keith and
Nephele back to the
safety of Burtonport
Harbour and returned to
station at Arranmore by
8pm. Keith was taken to
hospital at Letterkenny

but discharged himself the following
day and went on to complete his
fundraising voyage, without further
drama.

Keith came back to Arranmore
with his wife Kathy to personally
thank all involved in the operation,
presenting a painting of ships on slate
to representatives of the Irish Coast
Guard, the RAF and the RNLI. ‘The
people at Arranmore lifeboat station
have made Kathy and me feel part of
their “family,”’ says Keith. He is now
planning another fundraising sail in aid
of the RNLI – this time across the
Atlantic!

The understated Anthon admits it
was a ‘tough’ rescue. His efforts and
skills have now been recognised with a
Thanks of the Institution Inscribed on
Vellum. He, in turn, praises the efforts
of his experienced crew (who received
a framed Chairman’s letter) and
commends Keith, ‘who never gives up’.

THE DATE AND TIME
11.45pm Saturday 2 July 2005 to 8pm Sunday 3 July 2005

THE CASUALTIES
10m yacht Nephele and solo yachtsman

THE CONDITIONS Dark Weather: Overcast  
Wind: South west. Force 5–storm force 10 Visibility: Poor  
Sea state: 5–10m steep south westerly swells and breaking seas 

THE CREW
Coxswain: Anthon Kavanagh (39, 11 years on crew,
7 as Coxswain) Deputy Second Coxswain: Jimmy Early 
(49, part-time fisherman, 31 years on crew) 
Mechanic: Philip McCauley (34, 11 years on crew) 
Third Mechanic: Martin Gallagher (29, fisherman, 10 years 
on crew) Crew Members: Kieran Cox (43, construction worker,
18 years on crew), Manus O’Donnell (42, bus driver, 22 years 
on crew), Sean O’Donnell (41, part-time fisherman, 10 years 
on crew), Anthony Proctor (38, unemployed, 1 year on crew)

THE LIFEBOAT
Myrtle Maud Severn class all-weather lifeboat,
ON-1244 (17-22) On station: 1999
Funding: £1.8M Legacies of Mrs Myrtle Maud Campbell-Orde,
Mr Nigel Armitage Hardy and Mr Frank Moulson 

THE LIFEBOAT STATION Arranmore
Established: 1883. First lifeboat Vandaleur based at Rannagh on
the south west of the island. Subsequent lifeboats based at
Leabgarrow until the present all-weather station opened in 1997.
Previous gallantry awards: Gold Medal to Coxswain John Boyle
(1941); Silver Medals to Sergeant Patrick McPhillips (1887),
Mechanic Teague Ward (1941) and Coxswain Philip Byrne (1967);
Bronze Medals to Crew Members Philip Boyle, Philip Byrne, Neil
Byrne, Bryan Gallagher, Patrick O’Donnell, Joseph Rogers (1941);
Thanks of the Institution Inscribed on Vellum awarded to 
Coxswain and crew (1964), and five crew (1967)

THE DETAIL

RNLI in action
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Top:The indomitable Keith (centre) and his rescuers are safe at last

Above: In force 5–6 winds, Anthon leaves the protection of the Myrtle Maud and takes to the Y boat
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December and January are
the busiest months for 
Surf Life Saving Canterbury, 
New Zealand, which employs
professional lifeguards from
around the world to support
its volunteers. The 2006–07
season had only just started
when visiting RNLI Lifeguard
Ross MacLeod had to prove
his worth 

Flying the
flag

A man came racing up to the lifeguards
patrolling on Waikuku beach. He had run
almost a mile to tell them there was an
emergency – a boat had capsized and
casualties were struggling in the water.
Ross and his colleague, New Zealander 
Jenna Evans, immediately launched their
inshore rescue boat to investigate.

It took just 2–3 minutes to cover the
passage back to the mouth of the 
Ashley River. They spotted the upturned 3m
boat and found two men clinging to its bow.
The men, in their 50s and 60s, were fully
clothed but without lifejackets and were
being buffeted by the surf and strong winds.
Ross recalls:

‘They were exhausted and panicking. One
man had his hand in the air to attract our
attention, the other was struggling to
keep himself above water.’

Jenna entered the water with a rescue
tube and expertly swam the men away from
the part-submerged vessel. Once they were
clear, Ross carefully drove the rescue boat in
towards the casualties. One managed to
climb aboard himself but the other was so
exhausted it needed the strength of all three
to haul him up and in.

The lifeguards sped back to Waikuku and
the surf lifesaving club. Paramedics examined
the men and treated them for exhaustion
and cold before declaring them medically fit.
The two told the lifeguards that the boat had
been capsized by a rogue wave catching the
vessel side on. One confessed he had been
‘close to giving up’.

Ross remembers: ‘The adrenaline was
pumping. I felt really good.’And what of
saving two lives? ‘Jenna and I were just
pleased that we could help.’

Along with the other RNLI lifeguards on
exchange in New Zealand and Australia, Ross
intends to return to lifeguarding in the UK.
The homegrown lifeguards will benefit from
Ross’s antipodean experience but also from
the presence of lifesaver Jenna, who has
applied to work as an RNLI lifeguard through
the same exchange programme.

Thumbs up for the lifeguard exchange
programme! Through working on a 
New Zealand BeachEd programme, where
children learn key safety messages while
having an active and fun day at the beach,
Ross has gained more skills and knowledge 
to benefit the RNLI.

Above: Brit Ross MacLeod and Kiwi Jenna Evans
in lifeguard kit, New Zealand style 
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Meet the team
Lifeboat crew, shore helpers, station officials and
fundraising volunteers stand proudly with their
new Tamar class all-weather lifeboat, boathouse
and slipway at Tenby in Pembrokeshire

Photo: Nigel Millard
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On a mid-Winter evening, Helmsman 
Simon Rogers and his fellow Portaferry
volunteers were training on Strangford Lough,
County Down when they heard from Belfast
Coastguard that an electronic mayday device
(an EPIRB) had been activated near Ardglass.
Had a boat sunk? False alarm or no, they
reacted quickly, and the Atlantic 75 
Blue Peter V was soon on her way, just in case.

It was to be a tough service for all four
crew members, especially Sinead Breen, on
her first shout. The more experienced 
Philip Sands-Robinson and Andrew Edwards
were watching the waves for their
Helmsman. On the 17-mile passage to
Ardglass, they faced gale-force winds and
5m seas, all in total darkness.

The journey to Ardglass Harbour, which
would usually take 8 minutes, took half an
hour. Simon reflects: ‘I knew the risks if we
went any faster. Waves were coming from all
directions. But I had confidence in the crew,
our training and in the boat.’ Meanwhile the
Coastguard requested the assistance of
Newcastle all-weather Eleanor and Bryant
Girling. She launched at 8.50pm, under the
command of Coxswain Francie Morgan.

Triumph?
Nearing Ardglass Harbour at around 9pm,
the Portaferry crew smelt diesel. Simon
recalls: ‘In my heart I dreaded the worst had
happened.’ On a quick sweep of the harbour
a man told them that his son was missing,
skipper of the fishing boat Greenhill. It was
no false alarm.

Without further ado, the lifeboat left the
shelter of harbour, back into darkness and the
treacherous, icy waters. Blue Peter V was
followed out of the harbour by a fleet of local
fishing boats, wanting to help in the search.

Within minutes, the lifeboat crew
spotted a liferaft just 500m from the
harbour. There appeared to be no one inside,
but as they got closer, a man’s head
appeared. Simon manoeuvred alongside the
liferaft and the crew grabbed the fisherman
– it was the skipper. It is an emotional
memory for Simon:

‘I don’t know who was more pleased – 
me to see him or him to see me! It was
fantastic – we knew at that moment that
we had saved a life.’

Community and team
However, the elation was short lived. The
skipper asked after the two men who had
been with him before the boat sank. Simon
remembers the man’s reaction to hearing
they hadn’t yet been found: ‘He went
downhill quickly, the colour drained out of
him.’ Highly traumatised, wet through and
suffering from severe hypothermia, the
survivor needed urgent medical attention.
They took the skipper straight to land and a
waiting ambulance crew who transferred him
to hospital.

Thanks to the RNLI, the waiting was over
for one family, but the harbour was packed
with local people, including families and
friends of the remaining missing fishermen.
They waited anxiously for news.

With no time to lose, the Portaferry
lifeboat went straight back out. She was
soon joined by the Newcastle all-weather.
The Atlantic 75 searched close to the
shoreline while the Mersey class searched
further out. By 10pm, hope was fading of
finding the two remaining fishermen alive.
Simon and his crew were exhausted and it
was time for a fresh crew to take over. He

was devastated that they hadn’t found the
two missing fishermen:

‘The passage to Ardglass was tough, but
the worst part of the service was coming
on land and meeting the families when I
knew there was no news of their husbands
and sons. We’re trained for shouts in rough
conditions but we’re not trained for
families desperate for good news.’

‘Bring my daddy home’
The search continued long into the night.
Portaferry lifeboat completed three crew
changes in all, with the logistics handled
deftly by Lifeboat Operations Manager 
John Murray Senior (now retired) and other
lifeboat station personnel. Belfast Coastguard
coordinated an increasingly large-scale
operation involving Coastguard teams on
land and a police and Irish Coast Guard
helicopter over the sea. By 2am, no one had
been found and the search was called off
until first light.

All morning, hundreds of locals searched
to no avail but at 2pm the fisheries

While searching for a missing fishing boat, the
lifeboat crew smelt diesel – were the fears of a
whole community to be realised?

The best of times,
the worst of times 

RNLI in action
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protection vessel Ken Vickers located
the wreck of Greenhill on the seabed
off Ardglass using specialised sonar
equipment. Newcastle and Portaferry
lifeboats were released from service.
Two days later, conditions had at last
improved enough for volunteer divers
to search around the wreck and they
located a body. At the time of writing,
the third man had still not been found.

A few days after the service,
Simon revisited Ardglass with his
father, RNLI Bronze Medal awardee
John Rogers. He recalls seeing a
drawing sent in by a child that took
his breath away. The message to
everyone involved in the search read:
‘Bring my daddy home’.

In recognition of their role in the
search for the missing fishermen,
Helmsman Simon Rogers receives the
Thanks of the Institution Inscribed on
Vellum and all the crew Chairman’s
letters. If it hadn’t been for them,
another family would surely have lost
their son that night.

27the Lifeboat Spring 2007
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THE DATE AND TIME
Thursday 19 January 2006, 8.20pm–Friday 20 January 2006, 3pm

THE CASUALTIES
Fishing Vessel Greenhill and three fishermen

THE CONDITIONS Dark
Weather: Heavy storm  Visibility: Poor  Wind: South easterly
force 7–8  Sea state: 4–5m swell

THE CREW Portaferry
1st crew: Helmsman Simon Rogers (38, electronic engineer and
charter boat skipper, 10 years on crew, 3 years as Helmsman),
Crew Members Philip Sands-Robinson (40, builder, 6 years on
crew), Andrew Edwards (38, marine biologist, 7 years on crew),
Sinead Breen (30, hotel services manager, 18 months on crew)
2nd crew: S Gordon, P Shanks, C Conway
3rd crew: J Brownlee, D Smith, C Hagan
4th crew: J Rogers, B Fitzmaurice, P Lawson

THE LIFEBOAT
Blue Peter V, Atlantic 75 B-706  On station: June 1994
Funding: £61,000 proceeds from Blue Peter TV appeal 1993–4

THE LIFEBOAT STATION Portaferry
Established: 1980 Other lifeboats: D class (1980),
C class (1984), Atlantic 21 (1986)
Previous gallantry awards: Bronze Medal to Helmsman 
John Rogers (1983); Thanks of the Institution Inscribed on Vellum
to Crew Members William Ellison and Francis Rogers (1983)

THE DETAIL

Portaferry lifeboat saving lives, 24/7 
Photo: Patrick Baird  

EPIRBs (Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacons) are
portable satellite communication
units (see a selection below),
designed to send an automated
distress signal to search and rescue
authorities ashore. The RNLI
recommends that small craft carry
an EPIRB if they sail more than 60
miles from the coast. EPIRBs are
activated either manually, when it is
physically lifted out of its bracket, or
automatically, when the vessel sinks.
The floating beacon emits a homing
signal helping the rescue authorities
to locate the vessel.
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Remove trodden in dirt, food and spills without scrubbing

Light ‘n’ Easy

Steam Mop
“Simply
brilliant,
brilliantly
simple!”

SU POLLARD

CLEANS BRIGHTENS SHINES SANITISES

CONTINUOUS HIGH PRESSURE DRY STEAM (110ºc)
removes ingrained dirt and grime easily and effortlessly

leaving floors sparkling clean

230v -
1500 watts
of power

New microfibre pad
cleans all hardwood
laminate floors and tiles,
natural and textured

Use the LIGHT ‘N’ EASY
STEAM MOP with the easy
to use Carpet Glider to clean
carpets and rugs with ease

Foot operated power
switch. Lightweight and
smooth to operate

Take the drudgery and effort out of cleaning the floors with the
amazing LIGHT ‘N’ EASY STEAM MOP. The LIGHT ‘N’ EASY
STEAM MOP uses continuous high temperature steam to clean
Carpets and Rugs, Wood laminates and most floor surfaces, ie.
Tiles, Vinyl and Ceramics. Sanitises and cleans with ease. With a
powerful 1500watts, LIGHT ‘N’ EASY removes grease and
grime, dirt and dust, effortlessly! Using ordinary tap water, the
water reservoir has a 430ml capacity, allowing 20-30 minutes use
and can be filled “on the go”. Heats rapidly and emits powerful
steam to loosen dirt instantly. No need for strong chemicals or
powerful detergents! Use it all around the home - kitchen,
bathroom, conservatory, hallway, lounge and dining room.
LIGHT ‘N’ EASY works at a constant high temperature using
revolutionary ‘Dry Steam’, which means it won’t leave moisture or
water residue as you mop! It really is brilliantly simple, simply
brilliant! And fantastic value too! ONLY £49.99 + p&p. The mop
heads are extremely durable - you can wash and re-use them
several times. But why not take advantage of this special offer
now and order your replaceable mop heads too - 3 for just
£9.99 +p&p!
LIGHT ‘N’ EASY measures 124cm H (491⁄2”). Head measures
30 x 17cm (12” x 61⁄2” approx). Amazingly lightweight, LIGHT ‘N’
EASY weighs just 7lb (3.2 kgs) making it really easy to handle.
To order simply ring our credit card ordering service, anytime day
or night, send a fax, e mail or complete the coupon and post to
us today. Simply return within 30 days for a full refund of the
purchase price if not totally satisfied.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER PRICE

ONLY £49.99
Replacement Micro Fibre Pads 3 for only £9.99 +p&p
MASTERCARD/VISA/SWITCH/MAESTRO/DELTA/SOLO/ELECTRON

CARD HOLDERS 24 HOUR, 7 DAY SERVICE

0871 871 6088
Landline calls to 0871 numbers will cost no more than 10p per minute,

calls from mobile phones usually cost more.
Please see our website for our full terms and conditions.

ORDERS ACCEPTED BY FAX 0870 750 0827
e mail orders@hhspress.co.uk

or visit our web site www.hhspress.co.uk

Post orders to Health & Home Shopping, Dept 4304SM,
47 Brunel Avenue, Manchester M5 4JB.
Orders usually despatched within 48 hours of order being received.
If you do not wish to receive mailings from other companies, please write separately to Dept NM at the above address.

+p&p
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To: Health & Home Shopping, Dept 4304SM,
47 Brunel Avenue, Manchester M5 4JB. Please send me

I enclose Cheque/P.O.

(made payable to

Health & Home Shopping)

for £ (please write

your name and address on back of cheque) or charge

my MasterCard/Visa/Switch/Maestro/Delta/Solo/Electron Account.

My card number is 

Start date / Expiry Date / Issue No. (Switch/Maestro/Solo Cards)

Name Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms 

Address 

Post Code 

Tel No. 

E mail 

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Offer applies to UK mainland inc. N. Ireland only.

ITEM PRICE QTY TOTAL
Light ‘n’ Easy Steam Mop £49.99

3 Micro Fibre Pads £9.99
Please add £4.95 p&p to entire order £4.95

GRAND TOTAL

CARPETS, TILES, VINYL & WOOD LAMINATE  FLOORS IN MINUTES WITHOUT USING CHEMICALS

Ideal for
Bathrooms,
Kitchens,
Hallways,
Conservatories,
Wooden Floors,
Carpets and Rugs
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North Walsham, Norfolk, England, NR28 0AN  Facsimilie: +44 (0)1692 406483  E-mail: sales@hardymarine.co.uk

HARDY MARINE +44 (0)1692 408700
www.hardymarine.co.uk

Buy one, 
train many
Congratulations 
to all our friends 
at the RNLI 
on the delivery of 
‘Robert S Ellsmoor’ 
– their second 
Hardy Commodore 
42 training vessel.

The Commodore 42 
motor yacht has 
been described 
as the “cruisers’ 
choice”. She is 
also the choice 
of experts.
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Every year, the RNLI’s lifeboats launch
thousands of times and its lifeguards
assist thousands of beachgoers. A record
of each and every service is kept and this
vast database analysed. Is there a
recurring pattern? What would have made
a difference? How can such incidents be
prevented in future? Saving lives through
‘preventative’ work has become just as
important to the RNLI as saving lives by
intervening in an emergency.

For example, the launch of a national
standard for beach signs, devised and
promoted by the RNLI’s Beach safety
team, was a highlight of 2005. Local
authorities have since increasingly adopted
the manual A guide to beach safety signs,
flags and symbols as their ‘bible’ for design,
manufacture and positioning of
beach signage.

Meanwhile, the development of the
confidential position reporting system
MOB Guardian has been a success for the
Fishing safety team (see page 3). The
RNLI’s safety teams are now focusing on
three new projects.

Public rescue equipment
Since the success of the beach sign
project, beach operators have been asking
the RNLI for help with choosing the public
rescue equipment to locate on their
beaches. There is now a confusing variety
of more or less sophisticated gadgetry
available to help the public assist
someone in distress in
the water

but, until now, there was no way of
knowing which bit of kit is appropriate.

In response, the RNLI led research
with RLSS UK, RoSPA, and the Universities
of Wales and Plymouth to test 
40 different pieces of public rescue
equipment from around the world. There
were many devices that could be
discounted from the start, such as the
gas-powered gun that shot a compressed
piece of foam to the casualty. Not only
was it very expensive and open to
vandalism, it would be dangerous to
‘shoot’ something directly 

30 rnli.org.uk

RNLI in action

What would you do if you saw someone drowning? The RNLI is working to help
the public be prepared for the worst

Tested to the limit
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at a casualty already in distress!
Members of the public were asked to

take part and some devices were too
complicated for them. RNLI Beach Safety
Manager Steve Wills explains: ‘The idea
with a throw bag is that the rescuer holds
on to the end of the rope and then throws
the bag to the casualty and uses the rope
to pull them to shore. The trained RNLI
lifeguards who had used similar
equipment before used this more
effectively, but the volunteers failed to
read the instructions and just threw the
whole bag. However, many people found
the traditional lifering too heavy, and only
managed to throw it a few metres.’

The equipment’s effectiveness during
rescues was of course paramount but other
factors considered included: any need for
and ease of maintenance; ease of
protecting from vandalism; ease of visibility
on a crowded beach; where best to locate
the device; and cost of replacement.

Having completed its study, the RNLI
will launch a

national industry standard in May 2007 to
assist UK beach operators. It is hoped that
this will become the basis for an
international standard.

Providing the public with rescue
equipment is just one side of the equation,
however, developing the skills to effectively
use it if required is another.Therefore, a
second phase of the project will begin in
schools this Summer to help children to
understand the importance of the
equipment, to value it (thus reducing
vandalism and theft) and to use it
effectively.

Slipway signage
With over half of lifeboat launches each
year being to leisure craft users, the RNLI’s
‘5 points to remember’ should prove
invaluable (see trial slipway sign design
below).This safety campaign is currently
focused on owners of small boats, especially
those who use public slipways to launch.
The RNLI chose four launch sites in 2006
and six more in 2007 to trial new signs, in
the style of the acclaimed beach signs.

Funded by Dr Richard Towler of
Kent, they feature

the ‘tips’

alongside information about the particular
launch site.

The intention is to agree a national
standard and prepare a slipway signage
manual in the style of that for the beach.
The RNLI will continue liaising with the UK
Harbour Masters Association and various
port and local authorities to encourage
them to adopt any agreed standard and
install signs at their slipways, providing
those at risk with the simple but key
knowledge to help keep themselves safe.

Fishermen’s liferafts
All craft above a certain size (including
lifeboats) should have liferafts onboard.
Modern liferafts are packed in hydrostatic
release units, that is, they open and inflate
on contact with water – or they should!

The RNLI is now working with the
Fishing Industry Safety Group and SEAFISH,
to trial a range of liferafts, using the
survival pool at The Lifeboat College in
Poole. Under investigation is how effective
the rafts are in reality and how well they
meet the particular needs of fishing vessels.
In the long run, it is hoped that this project
will save some of the many lives currently
lost every year in fishing, one of the world’s
most dangerous industries.

31the Lifeboat Spring 2007

RNLI in action

Trial designs for safety signs
on beaches and slipways
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Post orders to Health & Home Shopping,
Dept 4304WS, 47 Brunel Avenue, Manchester M5 4JB.

Orders usually despathced within 48 hours of order being received.
If you do not wish to receive mailings from other companies, please write separately to Dept NM at the above address.

Possibly the finest adjustable walking stick 
with built-in shock absorber 

AND compass that money can buy

Lightweight yet hardwearing expertly made

TELESCOPIC

Dalesman
WALKING STICK

Perfect for both town and country
- indoor and outdoor use

If you love walking the TELESCOPIC DALESMAN WALKING STICK is
the perfect companion, providing better balance, traction and
posture. Brilliantly designed for all different types of walks –
rambling, cliff top and mountain walking. The 3 section telescopic
poles are constructed of extra-light, yet strong, aluminium alloy.

Helps reduce strain on back, knees, legs and feet 

Helps increase hill climbing power and endurance 

Helps with balance for activities like climbing hills,
crossing rivers, creeks and streams

Lightweight 350 gms

BUILT-IN ANTI-SHOCK SPRING
The anti-shock mechanism has a built-in spring, which reduces
strain on your hands and wrists when descending on hard and
rocky terrain. You can turn off the anti-shock feature when
climbing on soft terrain. Plus a liquid-filled compass embedded in
the top and durable handy wrist strap.

ADJUSTS TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS

FULLY EXTENDS TO
4ft 6ins (135cm)

ANY LENGTH 
YOU NEED from
4ft 6ins DOWN 
TO 2ft 2ins (66cm)

CLOSES DOWN 
TO 66cm FOR
EASY PACKING
AND STORAGE

Complete with
3 tip options.

1. PVC Ferrule tip for normal
indoor and outdoor use.

2. Unscrew Ferrule to reveal
Steel Spike Tip for
increased stability.

3. Add Stopper to tip to prevent
tip sinking into soft ground.

To order simply ring our credit card
ordering service, anytime day or night,
send a fax, e mail or complete the
coupon and post to us today. Simply
return within 30 days for a full refund of
the purchase price if not totally satisfied.
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To: Health & Home Shopping,
Dept 4304WS, 47 Brunel Avenue,
Manchester M5 4JB. Please send me

I enclose Cheque/P.O.
(made payable to
Health & Home Shopping) for £ 
(please write your name and address on back of cheque) or charge
my MasterCard/Visa/Switch/Maestro/Delta/Solo/Electron Account.

My card number is 

Start date / Expiry Date /

Issue No. (Switch/Maestro/Solo Cards) 

Name Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms 

Address 

Post Code 

Tel No. 

E mail 

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Offer applies to UK mainland inc. N. Ireland only.

ITEM PRICE QTY TOTAL

1 Dalesman Walking Stick £7.95

2 Dalesman Walking Sticks £12.95

Please add £2.95 p&p to entire order £2.95

GRAND TOTAL

Built-in
Compass

Comfortable
Ergonomically

Designed
Handle

with
WRIST 
STRAP

1

1

2

2

3

3

1 2 3

MASTERCARD/VISA/SWITCH/MAESTRO/DELTA/SOLO/ELECTRON CARD HOLDERS

0871 8716088
Landline calls to 0871 numbers will cost no more than 10p per minute, calls from mobile phones

usually cost more. Please see our website for our full terms and conditions

ORDERS ACCEPTED BY FAX: 0870 750 0827
e mail orders@hhspress.co.uk or visit our web site www.hhspress.co.uk

24 HOUR
7-DAY SERVICE

NOW
JUST

£7.95
FOR ONE

WAS £12.95
TWO FOR

£12.95
WAS £19.95

+p&p

+p&p
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Sincere thanks

For Jim Mortimer, it was something of a shock to need the services 
of a charity he’d supported for years:

‘On 29 May at approximately 6pm I found myself in the water 
at the Thurrock Yacht Club clinging to my upturned dinghy.
Although I consider myself a very strong swimmer I would not
have wanted to put this to the test in such a strong ebbing tide.
It was therefore fortuitous for me that the RNLI, in its wisdom,
has such a welcome service covering the River Thames, for which
I am extremely grateful.

‘The speed at which the Gravesend lifeboat and crew
responded to the emergency call by a club member was indeed
remarkable. I have been told that it was 13 minutes from the
initial 999, and 6 minutes from when the crew got the call,
to when I was rescued.

‘From your records you will see I have been a Shoreline
supporter for a while but I now feel I should upgrade to Offshore,
particularly as we do sail further afield occasionally. I would also
like to donate some monies in gratitude for the excellent service

that you provide. I have already thanked the Gravesend
lifeboat crew personally for the way they dealt so expertly

with a very serious situation.

‘Yours ever gratefully’

RNLI in action

the Lifeboat Spring 2007 33
A yacht runs aground at Old Harry Rocks, Dorset 
Photo: Becky Mack (competition runner up, see page 36)

Tales of lives dramatically saved in the waters around the
British Isles are often reported in the media, and of course 
the Lifeboat – but the survivor’s voice is rarely heard. Here’s
an insight into two rescues from the rescuees’ point of view

Alasdair Macintyre of Loughborough, Leicestershire, wrote this email
to Alderney lifeboat station a fortnight after his rescue, then sent a
donation, and has since become an RNLI Shoreline supporter.

‘Please pass on our sincere thanks to the Alderney lifeboat crew
and to the Coastguard for our rescue.

‘On 5 September at around 4am our yacht Kamakura was
heading for Braye Harbour when we hit rocks around 
Burhou Island. It was a terrifying experience for us. The yacht 
was thrashing around and we didn’t know if she would go 
over and break up.

‘We sent out a Mayday distress call, which
had an immediate response asking for our
position and other information. The
incident was handled by all concerned
in a very professional way resulting 
in the lifeboat arriving around 
20 minutes later. Everybody who
took part is to be congratulated
for a 110% effort.’
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 The RNLI has over 140 shops 
throughout the UK and Republic 
of Ireland.

 RNLI shops are run by 
hardworking volunteers.

 RNLI shops sell a great range of 
souvenirs and gifts for children and 
adults alike and play a vital part in 
our fundraising efforts. 

Don’t just take our word for it, 
why not come and see for yourself?

If you visit three of our shops and make a purchase between 
6 April and 30 September 2007, you could win one of three 
cases of Southern Lights wine from the award-winning 
Bonnievale Wine Cellar. 

Buy anything from a lifeboat pen to a beach towel - then fi ll 
in your competition coupon and set off to the next shop!

To help you on your travels we’ve produced an RNLI shop 
location map, which will be available in our shops complete 
with the competition entry form. 

So please come and visit us this summer, we’d love to see you!

Support the Lifeboats by shopping 
with the RNLI Gift Catalogue

The RNLI Catalogue is produced by the RNLI for the RNLI.  A copy of our 
complete Spring 2007 gift catalogue can be found within this magazine. 
If you would like a further copy, please complete the details below and 
return to: RNLI (Sales) Ltd, Freepost ADM3967, Poole, BH15 1ZP.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Other  

Surname

Address

 Postcode

Email 
Please provide your email address if you would like to receive emails 
about product promotions or ways you can support the RNLI.

We never give your information to other organisations for marketing purposes. Your 
details will be used by the RNLI and passed to RNLI trading companies. We would only 
give your data to another organisation if required to do so by law. If you do not want to 
receive information about other ways to support the RNLI, please tick here  DPA 
Charity registered in England, Scotland and the Republic of Ireland. 
RNLI (Sales) Ltd – 2202240 is a company registered at West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset, BH15 1HZ.

8
0P

7L
A

Order line: 0870 600 1824 
www.rnlishop.org.uk

* The prize draw is open to all over 18 years of age who enter using the offi cial entry form, 
except for employees of the RNLI, their subsidiary companies and their families.
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Lifeboat and hovercraft launches
remainder of July–September 2006

Listings
ABERDEEN
ON-1248(17-24):Sep 25         
ON-1262(17-33):Jul 17, 31,
Aug 18, 26       
D-500:Jul 26,31,Aug 26,Sep 25     
D-536:Jul 17         
ABERDOVEY
B-758:Jul 19(x2),23,29,30,
Aug 01,08,14,25,26,28,
Sep 07(x2),23   
ABERSOCH
B-790:Jul 24,Aug 02,07,12(x2),
13(x2),16,21,24,26,28,31,
Sep 02,03,08,14,17,23
ABERYSTWYTH
B-704:Jul 02,11,18,19,23(x2),
Aug 05(x2),29,Sep 02(x3),23,26   
ACHILL ISLAND
ON-1240(14-28):Sep 03,11     
AITH
ON-1232(17-14):Jul 01,07,26,
Aug 05,29    
ALDEBURGH
ON-1193(12-34):Jul 18,
Aug 01,08,14,Sep 03,08(x2),
13,19,20 
D-520:Jul 24,29,Aug 14,17,21,
Sep 07(x2),08   
ALDERNEY
ON-1199(14-04):Jul 12,16,
21,30,Aug 20,Sep 06,11,12,13  
AMBLE
ON-1176(12-19):Jul 10,
Aug 20,24,27(x2),
Sep 06,07(x2),12,15,23(x2)
D-479:Jul 05      
D-569:Aug 08,20,24,27(x2),
Sep 06,07,23(x2)  
ANGLE
ON-1114(47-011):
Jul 14,16,30,Aug 18,27,
Sep 07,08,21 
D-638:Jul 15(x2),20,Aug 05(x2),
07,17,19,28,Sep 21,30
ANSTRUTHER
ON-1124(12-001):Jul 18,22,
Sep 01,07,10,23  
D-461:Jul 18,22,23,26,29,
Aug 30,Sep 01,10,23 
APPLEDORE
ON-1109(47-007):Jul 24,
Sep 17,20    
ON-1140(47-027):Jul 15     
B-742:Aug 25,Sep 17,20    
B-753:Jul 01,06,15,Aug 10    
ARAN ISLANDS
ON-1217(17-06):Jul 21,23,29,
Aug 07,18,Sep 02,11    
ARBROATH
ON-1194(12-35):Jul 17,20,
Sep 04,06,07     
D-621:Jul 09,17,20,
Sep 01,04,06,07,10,12,17   
ARKLOW
ON-1223(14-19):Jul 11,15,
Aug 06,17     
ARRAN (LAMLASH)
B-770:Jul 12,Aug 09,13(x2),
Sep 10(x2),12,24    
ARRANMORE
ON-1244(17-22):Jul 11,12(x3),
15,30,Aug 02,05,16,19,21,26,27,
Sep 01,23

ATLANTIC COLLEGE
B-713:Jul 12,Aug 21(x2)        
B-763:Sep 16,26         
BALLYCOTTON
ON-1233(14-25):Jul 08(x2),30,
Aug 10(x2),19,26(x3),Sep 17     
BALLYGLASS
ON-1235(17-15):Aug 24,30        
BALTIMORE
ON-1137(47-024):Jul 14,15,
26(x2),Aug 04,07,08(x2),10(x2),
13,15,21,Sep 06(x2),18 
BANGOR
B-584:Jul 01,11,13,15,16,
20(x2),26,Aug 01,20,22,23,
Sep 08,09,10,17(x2),29(x2)
BARMOUTH
ON-1185(12-26):Jul 13,
Aug 08,27(x2),28   
D-480:Jul 09,16     
D-524:Aug 02,07(x2),11,
12(x3),13,23,26,27,Sep 01,10
BARRA ISLAND
ON-1230(17-12):Aug 16     
ON-1263(17-34):Jul 27(x2)     
BARROW 
ON-1117(47-014):
Jul 16,20,30,Aug 10,12   
D-567:Jul 05,16(x2),20,
Aug 09,12   
BARRY DOCK
ON-1213(14-15):Jul 14,16(x2),
18(x2),22(x2),23,25,26(x2)
ON-1228(14-24):Jul 30,
Aug 02,06,13,Sep 08   
ON-1245(14-29):Sep 13,26     
BEAUMARIS 
B-768:Jul 02,08,09,14,
15(x2),25(x2),29,Aug 05,06,
07(x2),08,13(x2),22,26(x2),31,
Sep 10,23(x2),24
BEMBRIDGE
ON-1126(47-018):Jul 21,
Aug 12,22,23,26,28,
Sep 02,03,10,11,22      
ON-1138(47-025):Aug 02,04      
D-649:Jul 09(x2),Aug 07,28,
Sep 03(x2),08(x2)        
BERWICK-UPON-TWEED
ON-1191(12-32):Aug 10,30,
Sep 09          
D-639:Jul 25,27,Aug 30,
Sep 09,17          
BLACKPOOL
B-748:Jul 18,19(x2),23,29,
Aug 06,26(x2),27,Sep 13       
D-558:Jul 16,18,19,
Aug 06,09,18,26,
Sep 09,13,20,30       
D-566:Jul 16,18,19(x2),23,
Aug 09,18,26(x2),Sep 09      
BLYTH
D-606:Jul 02,6,14,
Aug 07,09,31,Sep 18,22       
BORTH
D-622:Jul 08, Sep 02,23          

BRIDLINGTON 
ON-1169(12-12):Jul 06,07,
Aug 08(x2),22        
D-495:Jul 02,09,16(x2),21,
24(x2)        
D-557:Jul 26,27(x2),30,31,
Aug 01(x2),
09,14,17,19(x2),20,28,30,
Sep 06,17(x3)  
BRIGHTON
B-724:Sep 23           
B-737:Jul 01(x2),02,15,16(x3),
18(x2),24,28,31,
Aug 05,06(x2),08,17,27,29,
Sep 07,10(x2),21
BROUGHTY FERRY
ON-1252(14-31):Jul 09,15,23,
Aug 03,24,Sep 03        
D-494:Jul 01,05,07,09,15(x4),
17,23,27(x2),Aug 03,04,06,07,
08,16,24,27,30,Sep 13,19(x2)
BUCKIE
ON-1259(14-34):Aug 30          
ON-1268(17-37):Jul 12,19(x2),
28,Aug 06,07,08,Sep 14(x4),19     
BUDE 
D-617:Jul 16,Aug 01,03,10,
Sep 04         
BUNDORAN
B-711:Jul 12,13,20,
Aug 12,26,Sep 30        
BURNHAM-ON-CROUCH
B-733:Jul 09(x2),18,
Aug 07,27,28,Sep 02,17,25         
D-519:Jul 09,18,Aug 28            
BURNHAM-ON-SEA
B-795:Jul 07,13,15,18,22           
D-552:Jul 07,13,15,17,Sep 04       
BURRY PORT
D-602:Sep 06,09,16            
D-611:Jul 11,18,23,
Aug 08,11,24          
CALSHOT 
ON-1159(52-45):Jul 05(x2),09,
11,14,15,19,24,27,30,31(x6),
Aug 01,03,10(x2),13(x3),20,
27(x3),Sep 01,08,10,21
D-609:Jul 01,09,11,14,16,21,
24,27,30,31(x2),Aug 10,13,
Sep 01,08(x2),21     
CAMPBELTOWN
ON-1241(17-19):Jul 02,10,23,
Aug 01,07,17,24,Sep 03,18           
D-571:Jul 02,07,Aug 03                 
CARDIGAN
B-752:Jul 19,20,22,
Aug 01,16,Sep 06,08                   
B-757:Sep 24,29                      
D-547:Jul 16,18,19,22,23,
Aug 01,Sep 08,24                   
CASTLETOWNBERE
ON-1277(17-44):Jul 19,23,30,
Aug 01,Sep 18                    
CHISWICK
E-001:Aug 20                      
E-003:Jul 25                      
E-006:Jul 06,14,15,16(x4),19,
21(x2),23,25,29(x2),30,Aug 05,
06,12,14,17(x2),19,20,22,24,26,
27,29,30,31,Sep 02,08(x2),11,
12,14(x3),16(x2),17(x2),24,25,
27,29,30(x3)

CLACTON-ON-SEA
B-744:Jul 07,08,14,26,27,29,
Aug 07,10,30,Sep 09,12,16 
D-559:Jul 27,28,Aug 27      
CLEETHORPES
D-618:Jul 11,18,30,
Aug 06,10,11,26,27,
Sep 02,05,09(x2),14,16
CLIFDEN
B-751:Jul 29,Aug 05,Sep 10      
D-525:Jul 14,Sep 10      
CLOVELLY
B-759:Jul 17(x2),Aug 20,
Sep 05,19     
CONWY
D-627:Jul 04(x2),17,
Aug 08,21,Sep 08,17(x3)   
COURTMACSHERRY
HARBOUR
ON-1204(14-06):Jul 07,12,
Aug 03,Sep 03,04,05     
COURTOWN
D-548:Aug 06        
COWES 
(INSHORE LIFEBOAT CENTRE)
B-780:Jul 05        
CRASTER
D-542:Jul 10(x2)       
CRICCIETH
B-707:
Jul 02(x2),03,05,16,22,25,
Aug 03,07,13,15,27,28,
Sep 07,08,30
CROMER
D-568:Jul 13,28(x2),Aug 08     
CROSSHAVEN
B-782:Jul 07(x2),19,22,23,30,
Aug 07,08,12,Sep 07,09,15,19
CULLERCOATS
B-590:Jul 18,26,
Aug 09,19,20(x2),Sep 27   
DONAGHADEE
ON-1267(14-36):Jul 07,12,
Aug 22     
DOUGLAS
ON-1147(47-032):Jul 07,
Aug 12,Sep 06     
DOVER
ON-1220(17-09):Jul 03,04,11     
ON-1260(17-31):Jul 22(x3),23,
27,28,29,30,31,Aug 07,26,31,
Sep 06,09(x2),13,22,26
DUN LAOGHAIRE
ON-1200(14-05):Jul 06,07,14,
16(x2),26,Aug 12,13,17,18,27,
Sep 02   
D-498:Jul 06,14,15,17,25,
Sep 02,03(x2)     
D-565:Sep 25         
DUNBAR
ON-1207(14-09):Jul 20,29,
Aug 16,Sep 03(x2)      
D-484:Jul 13,14        
D-544:Jul 20,Aug 06,12,16,23,
Sep 03,10,14     
DUNGENESS
ON-1186(12-27):Jul 14,
Aug 09,12,22,Sep 13      
DUNMORE EAST
ON-1215(14-17):Jul 08,14(x2),
23,25,Aug 09,23,Sep 10          

EASTBOURNE
ON-1195(12-36):Jul 04,20,23,
25,27,29,Aug 12,19,20,24,Sep 13 
D-436:Aug 20              
D-604:Sep 23              
D-605:Jul 01(x2),03,04,15,17,
18,19(x2),20(x4),23,24,25,26,28
30,31,Aug 03(x2),20(x2),21,24,
Sep 07,10(x3),13
ENNISKILLEN
B-581:Jul 12,17,23,25,
Aug 20,27,Sep 01,02,07          
B-592:Jul 08,19,Aug 06,18,21,
25,28(x2),31,Sep 09         
EXMOUTH
ON-1210(14-12):Jul 16,28,
Aug 09,20,28,Sep 09,17,20,21      
ON-1228(14-24):Jul 01             
D-516:Jul 02(x4),04,06,08(x2),
09,15(x2),16,19,23,25(x2),
Aug 01(x2),08,10,13(x2),
20,22,23,24,Sep 04,08,09(x2),
20(x2),21(x2),23(x2)
EYEMOUTH
ON-1209(14-11):Jul 16,29,
Aug 07,15,27,29              
FALMOUTH
ON-1256(17-29):Jul 06,17,30,
Aug 03(x2),06,29,Sep 08,10(x2)   
B-595:Jul 06(x2),08(x2),12,14,
15,21,30,Aug 03,06,09(x2),14,
17,18,29,
Sep 01,08,10(x2),13,20      
FENIT
ON-1239(14-27):Jul 25,30,
Aug 02,04,13,17,Sep 08             
D-481:Jul 30                 
FETHARD
D-528:Aug 19,31,
Sep 06,10,15(x2),24(x2)             
FILEY
ON-1170(12-13):Aug 05,22,
Sep 09      
D-563:Jul 12,21,29,
Aug 07,08,10,16,27,29,31   
FISHGUARD
ON-1198(14-03):Jul 01,11,
Aug 07,10,13(x2),24,26,28,
Sep 13  
D-652:Jul 26,Aug 07,10(x2),24,
26,28(x3),Sep 13   
FLAMBOROUGH
B-703:Jul 08(x2),16(x2),26,
Aug 05,06,08,26,30,31,Sep 10  
FLEETWOOD
ON-1156(47-038):
Sep 01,09(x2),13(x2),14    
D-556:Jul 03,19(x3),26,28,
Aug 04,19,25,
Sep 01,06,09,13(x2),14,26
FLINT
D-483:Jul 01(x2),09,17,27    
D-505:Aug 29,Sep 10     
FOWEY
ON-1222(14-18):Jul 02,
Aug 03,06(x2),12(x2),Sep 13  
D-526:Jul 23,
Aug 01,03,06,12,17,18,31  
FRASERBURGH
ON-1259(14-34):
Jul 05(x3),16,20(x2),
Aug 05,19(x2),20,Sep 10,19
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GALWAY
B-738:Sep 09,16(x2),19(x2),28   
B-767:Jul 23      
GIRVAN
ON-1196(12-37):Jul 09,14,17,
Sep 16    
GRAVESEND
B-705:Aug 30              
E-001:Jul 01,02,09,13             
E-002:Jul 07,08,14,15(x2),
16,17,23,24,27,28(x2),
Aug 09(x2),12,13,25,28,
Sep 02,09,10(x2),11,13,18,
19,22(x2),24
HAPPISBURGH
D-607:Aug 16,23              
D-650:Jul 02,11,22             
HARTLEPOOL
ON-1226(14-22):
Jul 03(x2),09,23            
ON-1274(14-37):Jul 21,
Aug 11,23,24,Sep 12(x2),23,
24,30          
B-766:Jul 03,23(x2),24(x2),
25,Aug 21,28,Sep 09(x3),11,17      
HARWICH
ON-1202(17-03):Sep 19,20         
ON-1278(17-45):Jul 13,15,17,
23,30,Aug 05         
B-789:Jul 01,15(x3),16,17(x2),
21,22,23(x2),30(x2),Aug 13,15,
20(x2),28,Sep 02,12,15,19(x2),
26,30
HASTINGS
ON-1125(12-002):Jul 14,
Aug 05,Sep 14          
D-477:Aug 05(x3),13,15,
Sep 04,11,24         
D-540:Jul 01,02,04,08,14(x2),
16,18,19,22,24,25,30(x2)     
HAYLING ISLAND
B-712:Aug 20(x2),21,26,27,
Sep 01,04,06,21,22,24       
B-734:Jul 12(x2),14(x2),15,23,
24(x3),31,Aug 03,12       
D-642:Jul 12(x2),14(x2),15,
16,24(x2),Aug 12,26(x2),27,28,
Sep 06,24     
HELENSBURGH
B-757:Jul 13,16,21,22,25,30(x3)    
B-791:Aug 11,15,19,25(x2),
30(x2),31,Sep 30    
HELVICK HEAD
B-760:Jul 25,27,29,
Aug 04,07,08,12,16,Sep 16    
HOLYHEAD
ON-1257(17-30):Jul 01,13,
15(x2),17,24,Sep 04,09,12    
ON-1272(17-41):Jul 22,25       
D-654:Aug 12(x2)        
HORTON AND PORT EYNON
D-531:Jul 01,02(x2),09,
16(x3),22,23,26,
Aug 02,12(x2),Sep 09(x2),
10(x2)
HOWTH
ON-1258(14-33):Jul 12,
Aug 08,26       
D-659:Jul 11,13,22,
Aug 06,21,Sep 10      
HOYLAKE
ON-1163(12-005):Jul 25,29,
Aug 27,Sep 21,28     

HUMBER
ON-1201(17-02):Aug 30,Sep 11
ON-1216(17-05):Jul 11,23,26,
29,30(x2),Aug 10,20,Sep 16(x2)  
ON-1226(14-22):
Aug 15,24,25,27     
ON-1236(17-16):Aug 12       
ON-1237(17-17):Aug 05,07      
HUNSTANTON
B-749:Jul 04,05,18,22(x2),
24,25,30,Aug 09,Sep 03,15  
H-003 Jul 06,11,17,18(x2),
22(x2),23,30(x2),Aug 25(x2),
Sep 10,15
ILFRACOMBE
ON-1165(12-007):Jul 08,11,
12(x2),Aug 01(x2),05,12   
D-469:Jul 19,20,23,24,27,29,
Aug 03(x2),06,08,15(x2),26 
D-555:Jul 03,04,05,08,10,12(x2)   
INVERGORDON
ON-1206(14-08):Jul 27,31,
Aug 03,08(x3),17,
Sep 02(x2),19,23  
ISLAY
ON-1219(17-08):Jul 05,24,
25,28,Aug 05,08(x2),19,Sep 05  
KESSOCK
B-771:Jul 01,15,19(x2),
Aug 02,04(x2),08(x2),22(x2),
Sep 09,10,25
KILKEEL
B-593:Jul 10,11,23(x2),27,
Aug 02,17,Sep 22(x2)   
KILMORE QUAY
ON-1133(47-021):Sep 12          
ON-1142(47-029):Jul 05,08,23,
28,Aug 13,25,27,29,
Sep 08(x2),10
KILRUSH
B-729:Aug 05,Sep 21,30         
KINGHORN
B-720:Jul 08,11,18,21,22,25,27,
29,30(x2),Aug 04,09,15,22,
27(x2),Sep 01,16,17,19,26
KIPPFORD
D-553:Aug 10          
KIRKCUDBRIGHT
B-585:Jul 22,26,Sep 08         
KIRKWALL
ON-1231(17-13):Jul 11,12,
19,23,Aug 09,25,30,Sep 09,14   
KYLE OF LOCHALSH
B-740:Jul 18,23,Aug 02,05,
08,24,Sep 06     
LARGS
B-773:Jul 07,08(x2),23,24,
Aug 14,15,20,27,Sep 03(x3),14,
16(x2),24(x2)
LARNE
ON-1246(14-30):Jul 21       
D-646:Jul 22,Sep 24       
LERWICK
ON-1221(17-10):Jul 17,19       
LITTLE AND BROAD HAVEN
D-628:Jul 08,09(x2),21(x3),22,
Aug 24,27,31,Sep 15     
D-630:Jul 02,13         
LITTLEHAMPTON
B-779:Jul 02,08(x2),10,15,16,19,
23,24,28,Aug 03,10,12,24,26,
Sep 17,23  
D-631:Jul 08,23,24,29,
Aug 14,21       

LITTLESTONE-ON-SEA
B-732:Jul 30,Aug 12,19,20,30,
Sep 14       
B-785:Jul 10,15(x2),16,25,27       
LLANDUDNO
D-508:
Jul 02(x2),03,04,07,11,17,
18,19(x2),22,23,25(x2),28,30,31
Aug 24,26,Sep 01
LOCHINVER
ON-1271(17-40):Jul 07,17,25,
Aug 02,08,16,28,Sep 08,15  
LONGHOPE
ON-1149(52-43):Jul 09(x3),23,
Sep 05,10    
LOOE
B-793:Aug 11,13,26,
Sep 03,10(x2)    
D-574:Jul 14,
Aug 04,05,09,13(x3),20(x2),
26,29  
LOUGH DERG
B-586:Jul 02,07,09(x2),18,20,
22,23,29,Aug 02,11(x2),
Sep 13,17
LOUGH SWILLY
ON-1111(47-009):Aug 14,
Sep 03      
B-717:Jul 11,23,28(x2),
Aug 13,14,25,Sep 20   
LOWESTOFT
ON-1132(47-020):Jul 09,
15(x2),17,18,20,27,
Aug 03,09   
LYME REGIS
B-774:Jul 02,09,15,27(x2),29,
30(x2),Aug 12(x3),21,29  
LYMINGTON
B-755:Jul 02,07,08,12,23,24(x2),
28,Aug 01(x2),08,Sep 09(x3),
10(x3),26
LYTHAM ST ANNES 
ON-1189(12-30):Jul 11,
Aug 03,08,10,Sep 11,12,13,19    
D-603:Jul 11(x2),18,23(x2),29,
30,31,Aug 03,04,08,10,11(x2),
Sep 19 
MABLETHORPE
B-778:Jul 09,18,29,30,
Aug 01,06,Sep 03,10    
D-653:Jul 08,18,21,
23(x2),27,29, 30(x2),
Aug 01(x2),06,Sep 03  
MACDUFF
B-804:Jul 19,30,Aug 17,
Sep 19,24     
MALLAIG
ON-1250(17-26):Jul 03,16,23,
24,26(x2),Aug 03(x2),09,12,15,
Sep 20,21(x2)
MARGATE
ON-1148(12-11):Jul 01,15,18,
20(x2),25,29,Aug 01,12,Sep 19  
D-545:Jul 06,09,14(x2),16(x3),
21,30,Aug 05,06,15(x2)  
MINEHEAD
B-708:Jul 02,24,25(x3),31,
Aug 06,11(x2),12,17,28,
Sep 10,25 
D-549:Jul 02,25,31,Aug 11,
Sep 25     

MOELFRE
ON-1116(47-013):Jul 01,02,
05,24,Aug 05,Sep 01        
D-532:Jul 02(x3),05,08,11,
26(x2),27,Aug 05,07,09,12,18,
22(x2),27(x2),28   
MONTROSE
ON-1152(47-034):
Aug 10,13,18          
D-620:Aug 10,13           
MORECAMBE
D-564:Jul 25,
Aug 03,21,24,27,Sep 14,28        
H-002 Jul 18,Sep 14          
H-006 Aug 03           
MUDEFORD
B-583:Jul 02,05,06,08,09(x3),
14,15,16(x4),28,29,Aug 10,11,
18,20,24,26(x2),27(x3),28,
Sep 20
NEW BRIGHTON
B-721:Jul 04,05(x2),06,15,18,
19,22,25,26,27,29(x2),
Aug 13,16,28,30(x2),
Sep 01,04,08,10(x2)
H-005 Jul 05,06,16,Aug 30         
NEW QUAY
(CARDIGANSHIRE)
ON-1172(12-15):Jul 22,Aug 25   
D-616:Jul 22,30,Aug 16,25(x2)      
NEWBIGGIN
B-745:Jul 02,22,24,30,
Aug 06,Sep 29         
NEWCASTLE
ON-1188(12-29):Aug 01,12         
D-637:Jul 01(x2),12,14,15,
27,28,Aug 02        
NEWHAVEN
ON-1243(17-21):Jul 02,05,10,
15,17,19,22,25,30,Aug 01,09,14,
22(x2),27,30,
Sep 03,07,09,10(x2),24
NEWQUAY (CORNWALL)
B-715:Jul 11,12,22,23(x2),
Aug 05(x2),06(x2),12,16,29,
Sep 02   
D-636:Jul 12,Aug 05,06(x2)       
D-640:Aug 12(x2),19,29,
Sep 02,06,14(x2)     
NORTH BERWICK
D-619:Jul 01(x2),05,16,
Aug 27,30,Sep 05(x2),08,11    
OBAN
ON-1227(14-23):Jul 03,05,09,
13,28,29,30,Aug 01,06,19,22,
24(x2),25,Sep 03,23(x2)
ON PASSAGE SERVICES
ON-1109(47-007):Jul 23        
ON-1202(17-03):Jul 19        
PADSTOW
ON-1094(47-003):Jul 07,12    
ON-1283(16-04):Aug 05,13,25,
Sep 18   
PENARTH
B-725:Jul 04,16(x2),24,26,29,
Aug 13,20,29 
D-534:Jul 23,Aug 26,Sep 20    
PENLEE
ON-1254(17-27):Sep 12,18,23    
ON-1265(17-36):Jul 01,09,31,
Aug 01,03   
B-787:Jul 01,17,22,23,
Aug 01,03,06,09,20,24,Sep 26
PETERHEAD
ON-1282(16-03):Aug 14,
Sep 06,11    

PLYMOUTH
ON-1264(17-35):Jul 01,09,
16,25,Aug 02,06,09,12,
13,14,19,Sep 01,05,11,15           
B-775:Jul 02,09,13,21,24,26,
28,Aug 06,08,13,14,21,30,
Sep 05,15,20,21          
POOLE
ON-1131(47-023):Jul 01,02,
22(x3),23,25,26(x2),27,
Aug 04(x3),09,15,26,
Sep 09,10(x2),29         
B-710:Jul 01,02,04,11,15,16,18     
B-754:Jul 22(x3),23(x2),25(x2),
26(x2),27(x2),28,Aug 04(x3),
08(x2),09,10(x4),12(x2),13,
15(x2),17,18,21,22,26,28,29,
Sep 03,09(x2),10(x2),24,29
PORT ERIN
B-576:Jul 22,30,06,20,29,Sep 24   
PORT ISAAC
D-546:Jul 28,Aug 07,08,
19,26,Sep 09(x2),14               
PORT ST MARY
ON-1234(14-26):Jul 16,
Aug 05,14,15,Sep 27           
D-575:Jul 02,Aug 07             
PORT TALBOT
D-550:Jul 02,15,18,21,Sep 24        
PORTAFERRY
B-706:Jul 07,10,11,14,22,23,
Aug 11,21,Sep 09(x2),14,23(x2),
24,28       
PORTHCAWL
B-726:Jul 01,02(x2),06(x2),
13(x3),15,20,22,24,25(x2),26,30,
Aug 02(x3),19,26,27(x2),
Sep 07,09,12,15,16,23(x2)
PORTHDINLLAEN
ON-1120(47-015):Jul 02,09,10,
23,25(x2),29,30,Aug 29,
Sep 16,17(x2)        
PORTPATRICK
ON-1151(47-033):Jul 01,14,
16,31(x2)                
PORTREE
ON-1214(14-16):Jul 16,
Aug 10,Sep 06                 
PORTRUSH
ON-1247(17-23):Jul 16(x2),
17(x2),Aug 08,21,26,Sep 07,10      
D-572:Jul 01,05(x2),17,19,25,
Aug 07,15,17,25,Sep 07,10            
PORTSMOUTH
B-730:Jul 02(x3),03(x2),05,
12(x2),15(x3),16,17,18(x2),19,
23(x3),25,30,
Aug 07(x2),08,13,16, 27,28,31,
Sep 02(x2),03,08(x2),
09(x2),10,13,29,30
D-554:Jul 02(x2),12,15(x2),16,
20(x2),23(x2),Aug 05,07(x2),16,
31,Sep 03,09,10,30         
PWLLHELI
ON-1168(12-010):Jul 12,
Aug 22,30,Sep 02,20                
D-522:Jul 01,02,15,
Aug 07,28,30,Sep 02,09,20            
QUEENSFERRY
B-735:Jul 04,05,06,14,16,17,30,
31,Aug 09,10,16,18,27,
Sep 03,08,09,10,17,18   
RAMSEY
ON-1171(12-14):Jul 16,Aug 14   

Identifying lifeboat classes
Amongst other things, lifeboat numbers can be used to 
determine the class:

All-weather lifeboats
ON-### (12-###) Mersey ON-### (17-###) Severn
ON-### (14-###) Trent ON-### (47-###) Tyne
ON-### (16-###) Tamar ON-### (52-###) Arun
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Inshore lifeboats 
B-### B class lifeboat (Atlantic 21, Atlantic 75 or Atlantic 85)
D-### D class lifeboat
E-### E class lifeboat

H-### Inshore rescue hovercraft
XP-### small powered inflatable lifeboat
Y-### small powered inflatable lifeboat
BB-### Boarding boat

RAMSGATE
ON-1197(14-02):Jul 06,09(x2),
13(x2),14,19(x3),29,31,Aug 03,
14,20,26,Sep 20,22,24    
B-765:Jul 06,09(x2),13(x2),
19(x3),21,27(x2),31,Aug 03,05,
14,19,20,25,26,28,Sep 01,11,16,
24,25,30
RED BAY
B-728:Aug 01,13,Sep 05,24           
REDCAR
B-777:Jul 02,03,09,11,12,23,24,
25,26,Aug 04(x2),13,Sep 15,16      
D-523:Jul 03,24,Aug 04(x2),11,
Sep 11,15,16            
RHYL
ON-1183(12-24):Jul 02,03,12,
Aug 10(x2),12            
D-632:Jul 01(x2),02(x2),03(x2),
04,06,12(x2),14,15(x2),16,
18(x5),19(x5),20,21,22(x3),23,
25(x6),26,27,28,29,30(x6)
D-660:Aug 05(x2),10(x2),22,28,
Sep 01,05,09,10(x2),13,15         
ROCK
D-625:Aug 12(x2),13(x2),14,22,
Sep 09            
D-634:Jul 02,07(x2),16,31(x2),
Aug 01(x2),03(x2),07(x2),09         
ROSSLARE HARBOUR
ON-1276(17-43):Jul 15(x2),
17,22             
ON-1279(17-46):Sep 07,14         
RYE HARBOUR
B-727:Jul 02,12,15,18,23(x2),
Aug 13,27,Sep 04   
SALCOMBE
ON-1130(47-022):Jul 01,08,20,
21,Aug 04,Sep 01,29    
B-794:Jul 01(x2),08(x2),23,
24,26,Aug 10,13(x3),25,
Sep 05,06,11,13
SCARBOROUGH
ON-1175(12-18):Jul 25,Aug 12,
22,27(x2),28(x2),Sep 18,20,22  
D-560:Jul 11,Aug 08,27(x3),31,
Sep 11     
SEAHOUSES
ON-1173(12-16):Jul 30,
Aug 02,28,Sep 09     
D-529:Jul 25,30,
Aug 02,27,28,Sep 09(x2)    
SELSEY
ON-1138(47-025):Jul 05       
ON-1146(47-031):Jul 14,19,
Aug 18,23,25     
D-533:Jul 15,16,
Aug 07(x2),10,15,25,Sep 19    
SENNEN COVE
ON-1121(47-016):Jul 18,28,31    
D-601:Jul 18(x2)       
D-624:Aug 22,Sep 15       
SHEERNESS
ON-1211(14-13):Jul 02,16(x2),
26,31,Aug 09,13,22,25,28,
Sep 08,09,12 
D-513:Jul 02,15,16,20,21,23,
25,31,Aug 20,21(x2),Sep 02(x2),
11,16,23
SHERINGHAM
B-702:Jul 06,Aug 02,09,Sep 23      

SHOREHAM HARBOUR
ON-1158(47-040):Aug 03,06,
27,Sep 08          
D-645:Jul 02(x2),05,08,09,
16(x2),20,23,31,Aug 04,06,
08(x2),13,15,20,28,Sep 04(x3),
09,15,16(x2),26
SILLOTH
B-714:Jul 07,Aug 05            
SKEGNESS
ON-1166(12-008):Jul 04(x2),
13,Aug 08,12,22,Sep 03,10        
D-573:Jul 13,19,23(x3),27(x2),
30(x6),31,Aug 05,08(x4),09(x2),
16,19(x2),20,22,26,Sep 03(x2)  
SKERRIES
B-747:Jul 07,09,21,22,28,
Aug 05,Sep 03,15,28        
SLIGO BAY
B-718:Jul 08,Aug 24,Sep 03,14      
SOUTH BROADS
XP-42:Jul 21,23(x2)                        
D-492:Jul 17,21,23,Aug 27,
Sep 02              
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
B-776:Jul 01,02(x5),03,09(x3),
14,15(x2),17,19,22,23(x2),26,
29(x2),30,31,
Aug 01,02,20(x2),22,28(x3),
Sep 02(x3),07,09,10,24
D-527:Jul 15,25,Aug 05,20(x2),
27(x2),Sep 03,10(x2)           
D-633:Jul 02,04,14,17(x2),
18(x5),30,Aug 01(x3),20,25,
Sep 02,15(x2)         
H-001:Sep 17(x2)               
H-004:Jul 01,02(x2),06,12,18,
19,25,Aug 27           
H-006:Jul 29               
SOUTHWOLD
B-750:Jul 08,09,19,28,31,
Aug 01,17,Sep 09,18,19           
ST ABBS
B-722:Jul 13,16      
ST AGNES
D-641:Jul 23(x2),27,
Aug 10,11,13    
ST BEES
B-719:Jul 19,10,17,Sep 23     
ST CATHERINE
B-772:Aug 16,Sep 03      
ST DAVIDS
ON-1139(47-026):Jul 09,26,
Aug 03,05,09,25,31,
Sep 03,07,13,Sep 16,24(x2)
D-488:Aug 09,29,Aug 31,03,07     
D-543:Jul 11,29      
ST HELIER
ON-1157(47-039):Jul 14,15,19,
22,31,Aug 08,10,Sep 01,19  
B-756:Jul 22,Aug 08,Sep 19,21     
ST IVES
ON-1167(12-009):Jul 22,
Aug 13,Sep 06     
D-515:Jul 14,21,22,26,
Aug 07,13,20,Sep 05(x2),09,14 
ST MARY'S
ON-1229(17-11):Jul 09,14(x2),
18,Aug 23,30,Sep 27   
ST PETER PORT 
ON-1203(17-04):Jul 09(x2),17,
Aug 06,10,11,16,28,
Sep 01,02, 03(x2)
ON-1278(17-45):Sep 12      
STAITHES AND RUNSWICK
B-788:Jul 03,07,24,29(x3),
Aug 06,16(x2),28       

STORNOWAY 
ON-1238(17-18):Jul 01,05,10,
31(x2),Aug 02,04,12,18,
Sep 07(x2)     
STRANRAER
D-538:Jul 30           
STROMNESS
ON-1236(17-16):Jul 01,08,26,
Aug 05,11,24,25(x2),
Sep 05,19,23     
SUNDERLAND
B-762:Jul 02,13,14(x3),16,17,
25,28(x2),30(x2),Aug 11,13,17,
22,27,Sep 06,10,13,20,27(x2)
D-608:Jul 02,05,24,28,29(x3),
30,Aug 01,17,23,Sep 01,05,13     
SWANAGE
ON-1182(12-23):Jul 02,08,22,
25,30(x2),Aug 07,08,13,14     
ON-1187(12-28):Sep 01,04,
06,08(x2),10,30      
D-610:Sep 08,10(x2),12,15,19       
D-613:Jul 28,30,Aug 07,08(x4),
12(x2),13,29,Sep 01     
D-625:Jul 20,22(x3)         
TEDDINGTON
D-576:Aug 07          
D-648:Jul 01,02(x2),10,
12(x2),16,18,21,26,
Aug 07,20(x3),23, 26,
Sep 10,14,16,20,23
TEIGNMOUTH
B-588:Jul 03,15(x4),25,29,30       
B-809:Jul 01,Aug 03,09(x2),17,
18,19(x2),22,29,
Sep 03,06,07, 10,28   
TENBY
ON-1115(47-012):
Sep 04,09(x2)          
ON-1281(16-02):Jul 04,12,16,
22,27(x2),
Aug 01,11,17,28,29,31      
D-562:Jul 02,04,08,14,16(x2),
17,22,Aug 01(x2),03,05,07(x3),
08,10,14,18,26(x2),29,30,
Sep 03,10
THE LIZARD
ON-1145(47-030):Jul 15,
Aug 03,12,13,23,26(x2),
Sep 23(x2),28       
THE MUMBLES
ON-1096(47-005):Jul 02           
ON-1127(47-019):Jul 17,27,31,
Aug 02,05,08,11,21,27,
Sep 09(x2),11      
D-623:Jul 02,09(x2),12,13,15,
16(x3),23(x2),29,30,
Aug 02,03,06,10,23,27(x2),
Sep 06,08,09,10,26
THURSO
ON-1273(17-42):Jul 06,11,
12,13,15,16,Sep 10        
TIGHNABRUAICH
B-743:Aug 02,Sep 02,08                
TOBERMORY
ON-1263(17-34):Aug 09,11,13,
14,18,19,20,29,30                           
ON-1270(17-39):Jul 23,28           
TORBAY
ON-1255(17-28):Jul 02,10,16,
18,25,28,Aug 01,05,09,13,14,15,
21,22(x3),24,25,26,29(x2),
Sep 02,03,08,14,21,27                    
D-651:Jul 01(x3),02,04,08,12,
15,16(x2),22,25(x2),27(x2),
Aug 03(x2),08,16, 17,21,26,
29,31,Sep 03,05,14                        

TOWER
E-001:Jul 18,19(x2),20(x3),
22(x2),23(x2),24,25(x3),26            
E-004:Jul 01,02(x2),03(x4),
04,05(x2),06,08,09(x3),10,13(x4),
14(x2),15,16(x2),17,28,29(x3),
Aug 03,06,08,09(x2),10,11,12,
14(x2),16(x2),18(x3),Sep 01(x2),
03(x3),06(x2),07,08(x2),10,12,
14(x2),15(x3),16(x2),17(x3),18,
19,20,21,22(x2),23,24(x3),
25(x2),28(x2),29(x3),30(x2)
E-005:Jul 27(x4),Aug 19(x2),
21(x2),22(x2),23(x2),24(x2),25,
27,28,29,31                             
TRAMORE
D-643:Jul 23,Aug 02(x2),
17,21,27(x2),Sep 08   
TREARDDUR BAY
B-731:Jul 13,15,16,22(x2),26,
30,Aug 13,16,23,27,30,Sep 09 
D-614:Jul 15,16,Aug 07,12,
16,27    
TROON
ON-1253(14-32):Jul 04      
ON-1275(14-38):Jul 13,17(x2),
19(x3),20,27,Aug 09,24,29,
Sep 07,08,18
D-506:Jul 04,06,13,17,18,19,
27(x2),29,Aug 24,29,Sep 08,18 
TYNEMOUTH
ON-1242(17-20):Jul 03,05,08,
31,Aug 03,09,11,31,
Sep 03,08,10,12 
D-535:Jul 03,11,31,Aug 03,
Sep 04,08,11    
VALENTIA
ON-1218(17-07):Jul 13,19,
Aug 02,03,20,Sep 09   
WALMER
B-589:Jul 13(x2)     
D-514:Jul 08,19,23,Aug 27,
Sep 14    
WALTON AND FRINTON
ON-1154(47-036):Jul 08,10,14,
16,23,28,Aug 07,12,
Sep 02,09,27
WELLS
ON-1161(12-003):
Jul 15,22(x2)    
D-512:Jul 09,11,15,23,25,
Aug 02,09(x3),16,Sep 05,06(x2)
WEST KIRBY
D-612:Jul 01,13(x2),22,28(x2),
Aug 12   
WEST MERSEA
B-761:Jul 07,08,09(x2),13,14,18,
20,21,24,26,29(x2),
Aug 01(x2),Aug 08,21,Sep 02,09 
WESTON-SUPER-MARE
B-701:Jul 08(x2),23,Aug 08,29      
D-493:Aug 08,29          
D-537:Jul 01,03,08,16(x2),18,25   
WEXFORD
D-644:Jul 03          
D-655:Jul 28,Aug 11,
Sep 07,19,21,22        
WEYMOUTH
ON-1261(17-32):Jul 13,22(x2),
26(x2),27,29,30,Aug 05,08,09,
12(x2),13,23(x2),26,
Sep 15,17,24
B-746:Jul 01,02,05,15,16,21,26,
28,Aug 05,06,08,12(x2),14,18,
23, Sep 10  

WHITBY
ON-1212(14-14):Jul 15,
Aug 16,19,27,28,Sep 07,08,19       
D-503:Jul 15,Aug 16                    
D-521:Jul 22,25,Aug 16,17,27,
Sep 19,26                 
WHITSTABLE
B-764:Jul 05,07,08(x4),09,12,13,
15(x2),16(x2),17,19(x2),21,
22(x2), 23,24,25(x3),26,27,28,
29(x3),Aug 13,15,20(x2),26,
Sep 03(x2),09(x2),12,15,21,23,
25(x2)
WICK
ON-1224(14-20):Jul 03,04,18,
Aug 06,09,20,
Sep 14,16,19(x2),25               
WICKLOW
ON-1153(47-035):Jul 21(x3),
Aug 09,26                  
D-510:Aug 06,19(x2)                   
WITHERNSEA
D-541:Jul 01,07,15,Aug 20,
Sep 09,13,25,26     
WORKINGTON
D-629:Aug 23         
YARMOUTH
ON-1249(17-25):Jul 15,20,
23(x3),27,Aug 16(x2),19,21,
23,25, 27,29(x3),Sep 02(x2),19
YOUGHAL
B-769:Jul 06,17,23        
B-780:Jul 30,Sep 02,08        

The services listed here are
those for which returns had
been received at RNLI
Headquarters and processed
by 18 January 2007

Stop press
In 2006, RNLI lifeboats
launched 8,377 times
(the highest ever) and
rescued 8,015 people;
and RNLI lifeguards
assisted 10,331 people
and saved 63 lives.
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In memoriam
Ieuan Bateman – St Davids Crew Member’s death, on service to
the French trawler Notre Dame de Fatima 50 years ago, was
remembered 8 November 2006

On station
D-668 Colin Bramley Parker, St Ives, 5 February 2007
(D-515 Spirit of the RCT withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
B-816 David Page, St Helier, 10 January 2007
(B-756 Eve Pank withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
B-808 Donald McLauchlan,Walmer, 14 December 2006
(B-589 James Burgess withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
D-663 Duggie Rodbard,Walmer, 13 December 2006
(D-514 Lord Kitchener withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
B-812 Frank William Walton, Kilkeel, 28 November 2006
(B-593 Valerie Hull withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
ON-1284(16-05) Helen Comrie, Longhope, 26 October 2006 
(ON-1149(52-43) The Queen Mother withdrawn)
B-811 Hylton Burdon, Cullercoats, 9 January 2007
(B-591 Edmund and Joan White withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
D-661 Jane Ann III,Wells, 9 January 2007
(D-512 Jane Ann II withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
B-813 Muriel and Leslie, Port Erin, 1 November 2006
(B-594 Herbert and Edith withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
B-815 Peterborough Beer Festival III placed on service in the
relief fleet, 21 December 2006
D-664 Puffin, Burnham-on-Sea, 11 December 2006 (see page 5)
(D-552 Global Marine returned to the relief fleet)
ON-1155(47-037) Sarah Emily Harrop, Calshot, re-allocated
from the relief fleet, 3 February 2007
(ON-1159(52-45) Mabel Williams withdrawn from service)
B-814 Sheila Stenhouse, Kirkcudbright, 14 December 2006
(B-585 Peter and Grace Ewing withdrawn to ILC, Cowes)
D-658 Sir Y Flint, Flint, 19 December 2006
(D-505 Arthur Bygraves returned to the relief fleet)
B-810 Tabby Cat placed on service in the relief fleet,
21 December 2006
D-667 The Rotary Centennial Queen, Anstruther,
30 November 2006
(D-461 Spirit of RAOC returned to the relief fleet)
D-656 William Robert Saunderson, Llandudno,
22 November 2006
(D-508 John Saunderson returned to the relief fleet)

Appointments
Edward Nuzum – The Lizard Deputy Launching Authority
Clare Pritchard – Conwy, Crew Member (first woman in station’s
history)

Long service awards
Gerry Adams – 48 years, Barry, former Crew Member now Lifeboat
Press Officer. (Also Occupational Health Nurse and volunteer
Ambulance Service First Responder)
Chris Ayres – 50 years, Sheringham Boat house Manager 
Anthony Dynan – 20 years, Maplethorpe Crew Member
Anthony Freeman – 20 years, Maplethorpe Crew Member
John Harris – 22 years, Workington, Head Launcher
Ray McDermott – 16 years, Skegness former Crew Member 
and Shore Helper
David Thompson – 23 years, Workington, Second Mechanic 

Deaths
William Arnell – Selsey former Crew Member
Maureen Belbin – Charminster branch Treasurer and Secretary
Howard Bell MBE – Honorary Liaison Officer Eastern Region and
former Harwich Chairman
Derek Chambers – former Portrush Coxswain/Mechanic
Darren Cleaver – Barmouth Third Mechanic and Crew Member
Ruby Gooch – former Hounslow committee member for 
40 years
Eileen Morris – Kings Heath fundraising branch President 
and founder member
Betty Mobbs - Honorary Life Governor, Chilterns fundraising
branch cofounder, former Chairman, President and Patron
Geoffrey (Vicar Geoff) Williams – Burry Port former 
Crew Member

Retirements
Fergus Hopkins – Youghal Crew Member 
Jim Hughes – Flamborough Deputy Launching Authority 
and Lifeboat Press Officer
Joe MacLeod - Stornoway Crew Member 
Paul Theaker - Staithes Crew Member

The RNLI’s very last Arun class lifeboat on service (right) is finally
withdrawn, replaced at Calshot by a former relief Tyne class (left). The first
Arun, named Arun, was built in 1971 and had a wooden hull. The last,
Duke of Atholl, was completed in 1990 and served for 17 years in the relief
fleet. When introduced, the Arun was the only all-weather lifeboat with a
speed of almost 20 knots that offered complete crew protection in the
watertight wheelhouse. A Design Council award was presented to the 
RNLI in 1982 in recognition of the outstandingly good hull shape and
overall design of the boat. Ex-RNLI Aruns can be found on service in
Iceland, Finland and China  Photo: Nicholas Leach/Ships Monthly
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Fascinating excerpts from the Lifeboat archives

The Spring 1982 Journal began on a sorrowful note, reporting on the
loss of the Penlee lifeboat and her crew (also see the Lifeboat
Winter 2006/07).

‘The loss […] stunned people throughout Great Britain and
Ireland and thousands of messages of sympathy from many
parts of the world were received by the bereaved families.’

December 1981 had been a tragic month for the Danish lifeboat
service too. The Journal reported that the RNLI had sent a message
of deep sympathy to the Danish lifeboat authority on the loss of six
of its lifeboatmen. The men died when their boat capsized in rough
seas as they went to the aid of three men on a wrecked fishing
vessel off north west Jutland.

On a far happier note,
the Journal also reported
on the1982 London
Boat Show, which had
been opened by the
Beaumaris lifeboat
crew and the ‘fix it for
you’ broadcaster
Jimmy Saville, an
honorary member
of the crew.

An account of a lifesaving service carried
out by the Sheringham lifeboat crew
featured prominently in the March 1957
Journal. The lifeboat launched on the
morning of 31 October to the 
1,598-ton SSWimbledon, which was
taking on water and being washed
ashore. A fresh gale was blowing and

the heavy seas had already claimed the life of the
ship’s master, who had been washed overboard. The Journal reported
that the Sheringham Coxswain, HE West, faced a difficult rescue:

‘There was a high confused sea; little of the Wimbledon
remained above water; and to manoeuvre the boat both the

coxswain and the mechanic, EC Craske, had to work in the
closest and most exact unison. The mechanic was up to his 
arm-pits in water more than once and had to hold the radio-
telephone microphone above his head to keep it dry.’

Sheringham’s lifeboat crew, under Coxswain West, managed to
take off the remaining 18 crew before the ship sank (see the
Sheringham lifeboat after the service, pictured left). The
Coxswain was awarded an RNLI Silver Medal for Gallantry in
recognition of his part in the service.

In ‘New Ways of Raising Money’, it was reported that Miss Marian Tonge
gave a hair styling demonstration to raise funds for the RNLI’s
Blackpool branch.

The May 1907 Journal reported on experiments to improve life-belts
and the early days of a new era in lifeboat crew kit:

‘The life-belt produced by the experiments is made of kapok and
is fitted closely to the body by means of straps and buckles,
allowing full freedom for the arms besides affording warmth and
protection. The crews of the life-boat stations who have tried
and tested the kapok life-belts have reported on them in most

favourable terms
and it has therefore
been decided to
adopt the belt
generally, the existing
cork belts being
replaced as they wear
out or deteriorate.’

… 100 years ago

Peep into the past

… 25 years ago

… 50 years ago

the Lifeboat Spring 2007 35
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36 rnli.org.uk

There is often confusion in the media
between the RNLI and the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (MCA). Of course the
RNLI is a world-leading charity independent
of Government while the MCA is
responsible for implementing the
Government's maritime safety policy and
enforcing maritime law, but they work best
side by side. In February 2007,the
organisation’s two Chief Executives met at
the RNLI’s Headquarters.

Peter Cardy (pictured) formally became
the MCA’s CE in March, succeeding 

Acting Chief Executive
John Astbury after five
years as CE of
Macmillan Cancer
Support. He brings over
30 years of varied
experience, much
within the charity
sector, as well as being
a recreational sailor.

The RNLI’s Chief Executive 
Andrew Freemantle says: ‘I look forward to
working closely with Peter and the MCA to
ensure together we save even more lives 
at sea.’

Pow wow
The RNLI’s music division has combined forces
with the world-famous Band of HM Royal
Marines and recording company Clovelly to
produce another in their highly successful series
of CDs.

Home from the
sea will be available
at the RNLI AGM in
May and then at
rnlishop.org.uk,
by calling 
0870 6001824,
and at selected 
RNLI shops.

Home from the sea

Dispatches

The first ever RNLI Photographer of the Year
competition, open to everyone at the charity’s
lifeboat stations and lifeguard units, recorded
the drama of working in a lifesaving
environment using the Pentax waterproof
cameras newly issued to help raise awareness
of the RNLI.

Winners were announced at the London
Boat Show, with prizes donated by 
Pentax UK Ltd and presented by BBC South Today
weather presenter Georgie Palmer.

Overall winner (pictured)
John Brooks, Portsmouth lifeboat station 

Best all-weather lifeboat image
Ray Chapman, Skegness lifeboat station
Best inshore lifeboat image
John Gilmour, Swanage lifeboat station
Best shorehelper image
Michael Picknett, Redcar lifeboat station
Best lifeguard image
Robin Howell, Perranporth lifeguard unit
Highly commended
Richard Glyn, Workington lifeboat station

See rnli.org.uk/photooftheyear for more
pictures and details of runners up. Also see 
page 33.

RNLI Photographer 
of the Year 2006
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The following have been honoured by 
HM The Queen:
Member, Order of the British Empire (MBE)

For charitable services
Mrs Alison Saunders, RNLI Trustee and Deputy
Chairman
For service to communities
Mrs Marion Watson, member of Helensburgh
RNLI fundraising committee and RNLI Life
Governor – service to Helensburgh and Lomond;
Mr John Johnston, former Eyemouth lifeboat
station Coxswain – service to Berwickshire

A new emblem for wearing on everyday
clothing is now available to anyone appointed
GBE, DBE, KBE, CBE, OBE, MBE or who holds the
British Empire Medal. It doesn’t replace the
badge and ribbon, which will continue to be
presented at the Investiture. The emblem costs
£15 including postage and packing from 
Toye Kenning & Spencer Limited. See
www.tksmedalsandribbons.co.uk, email
OBE.EMBLEM@toye.com or telephone 
0247 684 8866 for more information.

New
Year
Honours

37

What led BBC Midlands Today presenter
Kay Alexander (pictured centre) to a
conviction that she must support the
RNLI? On her recent visit to Angle lifeboat
station in Pembrokeshire she explained
that it was seeing the lifeboat launch
during childhood seaside holidays, and
later realising that the RNLI’s volunteers
risk all to save strangers in terrifying
circumstances. ‘The crews deserve only the
best, safest equipment possible,’ she says.

Kay is now Patron of the City of

Birmingham’s Tamar lifeboat for Angle
£1M appeal. An evening reception hosted
by Kay and husband Brian Conway
launched the ‘Roll of Honour – 207 in 2007’,
collecting pledges to be displayed at
Angle lifeboat station.

For more information about the
Tamar lifeboat for Angle appeal, please
contact Regional Fundraising Manager
June Addison on 01785 284583,
jaddison@rnli.org.uk, or see
rnli.org.uk/tamar4angle.

It’s an endless task to maintain the 230-plus RNLI lifeboat stations around the coast of the
UK and RoI ensuring both operational function and good working conditions. Exmouth in
Devon is next on the list.

Currently the all-weather crew have only temporary cabins on the quayside and use
public toilets. Their lifeboat is impossible to launch at very low tides across the sand bar
that’s accumulated at the mouth of the River Exe. Lying afloat, it can only be reached by
inflatable boarding boat, which can be hazardous and takes an average of 10 minutes.

The inshore lifeboat is housed further along the seafront and across the road from the
beach in a 1903 building. Launching can be delayed crossing the busy road and may be
impossible in heavy seas.

Subject to consultation with the District Council, English Nature, the Environment
Agency and Highways Department, a new combined boathouse is proposed, at a sheltered
site, with carriage launching facilities, modern changing and training rooms, a mechanic’s
workshop, and improved station access for crew and visitors alike.

The Exmouth crew and supporters in their community have already raised an amazing
£880,000 towards the £1.6M needed for their new lifeboat station. If you can help them
raise the rest then please contact Appeal Manager David Hannah at dhannah@rnli.org.uk
or call 0800 543210 to make a donation and quote ‘Exmouth’.

Exe marks the spot

Kay to the rescue

Now
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No ordinary person.

Please send me a legacy information pack. Please complete and return this form to: John Marshall, Legacy Enquiries Officer, RNLI,
FREEPOST BH173, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset BH15 1XF. Thank you.

emanruSemaneroFeltiT

Address

Postcode

Charity registered in England, number 209603LBJ04/07

Your details will be used only by the RNLI and passed to RNLI trading companies only. If you do not want to receive information about other ways to support the RNLI, please tick here. DPA

HENRY BLOGG (1876-1954) dedicated an amazing 53 years of his life to saving the lives of people
at sea. He joined the Cromer lifeboat crew in 1894 at the age of just 18 and served for 37 years as
its Coxswain.

On his retirement in 1947, his lifeboats had rescued an astonishing 873 lives – an extraordinary
contribution, and testimony to the fact he was awarded the RNLI Gold Medal for Gallantry three
times and its Silver Medal four times – a record that still stands today. Many have remembered the
courage of crew members like Henry by giving the RNLI a gift in their Will. We desperately need
the help of people like you as legacy gifts are a vital source of our income. Almost six out of ten
launches are only possible thanks to people who remembered the RNLI in their Will.

To find out how you can contribute towards the extraordinary work of the RNLI by leaving 
a gift in your Will, please call John Marshall, Legacy Enquiries Officer on: 01202 663032 or visit
our website, rnli.org.uk.

Alternatively, fill in the coupon below to request a legacy information pack.
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Their classroom is also rather unusual – the
RNLI’s new training boat, Ian and Anne Butler.
A Hardy Commodore 42, it’s the first of two
that will replace the current Nelsons, which
have reached the end of their serviceable life.
The boat’s specification has been modified to
suit RNLI requirements: she is built in
anonymous grey and the interior includes
onboard toilets, showers, a galley, central
heating and air conditioning but also a
training console featuring a multitude of
electronic displays, a classroom area, and
berths that sleep up to seven.

Decades of experience 
Kieran Cotter is far from being a novice. He
joined the crew at Baltimore, County Cork, in

1975, making him the station’s longest
serving crew member, and has been
Coxswain for the last 17 years. He is also self
employed, running his own grocery store and
fuel delivery business.

Paul Eastment is a divisional assessor
trainer for the RNLI’s West division. With 
10 years’ experience on Porthcawl’s Atlantic
lifeboat, he has spent the last four instructing
and assessing the competence-based
training at all 31 inshore lifeboat stations in
Wales and on the Isle of Man.

These two are aspiring to the Royal
Yachting Association (RYA) Yachtmaster
Offshore qualification. They are joined by
Martin Double, full-time Coxswain at 
The Mumbles, Swansea. With 19 years on 

the crew and four years as Coxswain, he’s
also the station’s Training Coordinator. Martin
has already passed his Yachtmaster so he has
the luxury of observing the course to find out
the level required and the techniques used to
instruct. He’ll put into practise what he’s
seen when he next organises and teaches
courses for his crew.

The practical part of the Yachtmaster
course is unlike most run at the College as it
is not based on instruction. It involves two
days during which the crew familiarise
themselves with the boat and equipment
and then two days for the exam, including
some night-time work. One of two training
coxswains takes charge of each part of the
course, effectively playing ‘good guy:bad guy’.

39the Lifeboat Spring 2007

Feature

Although it’s not the urgent call of pagers that wake the crew members from their slumbers but the
unwelcome shrill of alarm clocks, it’s no ordinary morning for Kieran and Paul. They are staying for a
week at The Lifeboat College in Poole with the aim of passing a world-class exam 

Mastering the technique

L–R: Kieran, Martin, Paul and trainer Bernie
try to keep in mind the six Ps
Photo: Anne Millman
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Feature

The ‘good guy’ for the first two days is
Bernie Mannings. He focuses on preparing
and encouraging the candidates. Bernie has
lately returned from two years on an
exchange to the US Coast Guard’s prestigious
Yorktown Training Centre in Virginia and has
held his post for five years. The Yachtmaster
Examiner and ‘bad guy’ this week is 
Pete Gale, who has been with the RNLI for 
23 years, with the last four as Training
Coxswain. It’s important that the examiners
are independent assessors, not involved in
any training of the crews, so that they can be
objective when assessing ability.

From theory to practice
Anyone who wants to take the Yachtmaster
exam needs a wealth of experience before
they can even be considered. They must have
completed a minimum of 50 days sea time,
five days as a skipper of a vessel, 2,500 sea
miles and five passages, each over 60 miles,
including two overnight and two as skipper.
All-weather lifeboat volunteers may use their
RNLI sea time to qualify and the amount of
sea time gained is dependent on whether
they are a coxswain or a crew member. They
will probably already hold certificates for the
RYA Coastal Skipper, the Yachtmaster
Offshore theory element, SRC/VHF radio
operator and first aid.

Having passed this first round of hurdles,
candidates often attend a preparation
course, known as ‘Exprep’. This provides
practical training for the exam and a
refresher in the theory of the RYA Coastal
Skipper and Yachtmaster syllabuses.

At the start of the final exam week,
everyone onboard is given a tour of the vessel
and a safety briefing by the All-Weather

Lifeboat Training Mechanic Richard
Gillingham. From now on, Kieran and Paul
take full responsibility for the management of
both vessel and crew. They will be expected
to demonstrate both knowledge and practical
ability in passage planning, pilotage leaving
and entering harbour, safety responsibilities,
seamanship and boathandling, navigation and
meteorology and to apply the International
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea.

The challenge builds
At first glance, our candidates have the
weather on their side. It is sunny and flat
calm – to the uninitiated, apparently ideal
conditions. But on checking the detailed
inshore waters and shipping forecasts, they
find that the Met Office have not only issued
a heavy snow warning but also a strong wind
warning: ‘increasing to gale 8, perhaps severe
gale 9 later’. In spite of all-day sunshine, air
temperature only reaches a maximum of 6°C
and plummets to -5°C with wind chill, while
the water is only a few degrees above
freezing – all factors that a competent
skipper needs to take into account to ensure
the safety and comfort of their crew.

Each day for Kieran and Paul becomes a
continual round of checking information,
updating their passage plans and logging
their positions. Martin is at the helm and
Kieran says that he’d like him to: ‘alter course
to port and steer 215°. The leg to steer is 
4 miles at 15 knots and will take
approximately 16 minutes. The shallowest
depth to expect is 12.5m; look out for pot
buoys and a yellow special mark about 
6 minutes into the leg’. Paul asks Kieran:
‘What time do you estimate our arrival at
Swanage?’ Kieran responds: ‘1215.’ Paul then
checks Reeds Nautical Almanac 2007 and the
Admiralty Tide Stream Atlas to work out the
secondary port calculations and the
expected height of tide at Swanage.

They are constantly thinking about the
‘six Ps’: Prior Planning Prevents Particularly
Poor Performance. They begin to talk a
different language of DR, GPS,VRM, CTS, ETD,
SITREP, COLREGs, waypoints and even
cocked hats! Meanwhile ‘good guy’ Bernie is
asking questions about man overboard,
collision regulations, chart work, safety
briefings, radar and visual fixes. The all-
important factor is frequent and persistent
communication amongst the crew, ensuring
safeguards are in place for every step of their
time at sea.

rnli.org.uk40
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The barometric pressure may be
decreasing as the week goes on but stress
levels onboard are certainly rising. Martin
remembers from his own exam: ‘Just when
you think you’ve got everything sussed the
“bad guy” throws in something else for you
to think about. The pressure doesn’t ease
up for the two days or so of the exam but
as long as you keep calm and don’t lose the
plot (in more ways than one!) then you
should be able to work through most
situations.’ Cheery banter and several
sweet cups of tea help to ease the tension.
As they moor up for their second night,
Paul checks with the crew that they are all
OK. Martin replies, with a cheeky grin: ‘No,
I’m not, I’m flipping cold!’ (or words to that
effect). It’s all in good humour as they
settle down to some last-minute study for
the big exam the next day.

And finally …?
When they arrived in Poole, Kieran, Paul
and Martin already knew that they are
successful in their lifeboating roles, joining
their fellow crew to turn out in all
weathers, day and night to save lives.

However they are also proud to attempt
the RYA Yachtmaster Offshore certificate in
recognition of their skills honed over so
many years of experience.

At the time of writing, the second
training boat, Robert S Ellsmoor, completed
her passage from Hardy’s boatyard in
Norfolk to her new home at The Lifeboat
College and will soon be made available to
help train more such willing candidates
from all around the British Isles (see page
29). News also came through from the RYA
that Kieran and Paul had been successful –
congratulations to them both!
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Opposite, top: Bernie and Martin 
moor around a buoy 

Opposite, middle and bottom:The candidates
are put through their paces with radar,

Admiralty chart and pilotage plan
Photos: Anne Millman

Above:The RNLI’s new training boat underway

BUILT BY Hardy Marine Ltd
LENGTH 13m
BEAM 4.45m
DRAUGHT 1.2m
ENGINES 2x MAN 450hp
MAXIMUM SPEED 24 knots
RANGE Approximately 250 miles 

at full speed
USED FOR 40 weeks of the year, to train

lifeboat crew members in
Boathandling and Search and
rescue; for preparation for,
and assessment of, RYA
Yachtmaster Offshore 

COST £450,000
DONORS Legacies of Anne and Ian

Butler and others, with funds
from the RNLI Train one, save
many campaign, which raises
funds for crew training. Each
Yachtmaster course for four
costs £8,372/€11,720

IAN AND ANNE BUTLER

Ocean Training Ltd provides distance
learning courses and CD-ROM packages for
lifeboat crew to train at home and at their
stations, at a discount to the RNLI. Readers
of Offshore News can find out more.
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Lifeboat Lottery

Lifeboat Mary
An RNLI volunteer wearing a lifeboat crew
jumper nervously collects an award
recognising a lifetime of unpaid service. The
resulting applause is not for a young rescuer,
or experienced coxswain, but 76-year-old
fundraiser Mary Taylor.

Volunteers like Mary are rarely thought
of as lifesavers, but the funds they raise
allow the RNLI to train and equip lifeboat
crews. Mary, a born and bred Padstow girl,

has raised money for the charity since
1935 when, at the age of five, she helped

her mother collect donations. Since then
she has rattled tins, baked cakes and

sold Lottery tickets in aid of the
RNLI. In 2006 alone, she sold over
5,000 Lottery tickets and has
single-handedly raised over
£70,000 in the last 24 years.
Mary reckons her secret is in
approaching with a smile and
asking ‘Would you like to buy a
raffle ticket to support the
lifeboats?’ She says she rarely
gets people saying no!

Mary’s love of the RNLI
isn’t just shown through her
tireless fundraising. Whenever
she hears that the Padstow
lifeboat crew have launched
at night, she lights a candle
for them in her window.
‘I can’t sleep if I know they

are out at sea,’ she says. In
the past, crew members

returning from a long service
could expect hot breakfasts
or pasties cooked by Mary’s
own hand. And these days
she still treats the crew to

her strong ‘Lifeboat tea’ and lemon cake
from time to time.

But what has made her devote her
whole life to helping the RNLI? ‘I just love it,
it’s what I live for,’ says Mary. ‘I still go to the
boathouse once a week and, as long as I can
see the lifeboat, I’m all right. It’s always been
part of my life because I was born into a
lifeboating family.’ Her father and
grandfather were both Coxswain of the
Padstow lifeboat, and today her son Eric is
Deputy Chairman of the Penlee lifeboat
station committee. Her grandson, James, is
an inshore lifeboat helmsman at Penlee.

Mary’s commitment to raising funds has
seen her earn a clutch of RNLI fundraising
awards, including a Silver Statuette, Silver
Badge, Gold Badge and the Bar to Gold
Badge. HRH Princess Alexandra presented
Mary with her Bar to Gold Badge at the
charity’s Annual Presentation of Awards in
May 2006. ‘When I went up, she said that
she liked my jumper,’ recalls Mary. ‘So I said,
“you can’t have this, my boys gave it to me!”’

The crew so fondly known to Mary as
‘her boys’ now have a new boathouse,
slipway and lifeboat. ‘That new lifeboat is
amazing,’ says Mary of the new 25 knot
Tamar class. ‘If my father or grandfather had
seen one of them Tamars, they wouldn’t
have believed it! They are all beauties, that
lifeboat crew, and they deserve the best.’

Mary says she is glad to know that the
funds she helps to raise go towards safer
lifeboats and a high standard of training –
especially given her own grandson is a crew
member. ‘The better prepared they are, the
better I feel, because I know that when the
sea wants, she takes. You look out from here
sometimes and you know the sea’s hungry,
and you don’t want to be out there.’

The £1M barrier
has been broken! 

The Winter 2006 Lifeboat Lottery brought in
more than £1M, making the final income for
the year £3.9M. This is a magnificent total
and more than half as much again as that for
2005 (£2.5M).

The RNLI heartily thanks the 67,000 or so
supporters who bought or sold tickets across
Great Britain over the Winter alone. In this
issue, we meet one extraordinary ticket seller.

rnli.org.uk
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Lifeboat Lottery

The lucky winner of the first prize in the record-
breaking Winter 2006 Lottery (a Ford Ka) was
Mrs M Smith, of West Sussex. She took up an
invitation to visit her local lifeboat station at
Shoreham Harbour and met the crew. By
chance, they had just returned from a successful
‘shout’ to two fishermen on a boat that was
taking on water, the 10m Jackelly.

Mrs Smith said: ‘I was delighted to win first
prize in the raffle; I have been buying the tickets
for many years! I have great admiration for the
brave volunteers who risk their lives to save
others, and found my tour of Shoreham lifeboat
station both informative and interesting.’

Mrs RM Rowland from Devon won the 
11-day ‘Land of the midnight sun’ cruise donated
by Travelscope Holidays Ltd. The £500 high street
store vouchers went to Mrs H Whitehurst from
Leicestershire; Sir PA Graham from London
received £250 cash; and £100 cash each was
won by Mr WA Lee of Middlesex; Mrs B Wright of
Somerset; Miss JM Disley of Kent; Mrs AM Tudor
of Surrey and Mrs JW Lymbery of Hertfordshire.

Be smart in Summer
First prize for the Summer 2007 Lifeboat Lottery is a
smart fortwo. The second prize is a Fred. Olsen 13-night
cruise to the Canary Islands, and there will also be
seven other cash prizes from £500–£100.

Tickets for this draw will be available to members 16 April–15 June and earlier to
fundraising branches. If you don’t usually receive tickets and would like to, please
call on 0845 121 4999 or email lottery@rnli.org.uk (unless you live in Northern
Ireland or the RoI where, unfortunately, tax and gaming laws differ).

1st
prize

Prize winners Mr and Mrs Smith meet Coxswain 
Peter Huxtable and his team at Shoreham Harbour

Photo: John Periam

2nd
prize

Winter winners

the Lifeboat Spring 2007
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Please send me Code Colour Waist Ins Leg Qty Total
Cotton Twill Chino MT06

Cotton Twill Chino MT06

Cotton Twill Chino MT06

Cotton Twill Chino MT06

COLOURS: Sand, Stone, Navy, Sage p&p   £4.00

Total
WAIST: 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56  
INSIDE LEG: 27, 29, 31, 33

Please Call 01273 493 393 quoting 23H14 or send your coupon & 
payment to: Peter Christian, 25 Mackley Estate, Henfield
Road, Small Dole, West Sussex, BN5 9XR

Please send me � 1 pair for £30 +£4p&p = £34
� 2 pairs for £50 +£4p&p = £54
� 3 pairs for £75 +£4p&p = £79
� 4 pairs for £100 +£4p&p = £104

Please allow up to 14 days for delivery. If you do not wish us to pass your details on to other companies
please tick the box � A Division of Hills of Bramley Ltd Co Reg No 0476802

I enclose a cheque made out to Peter Christian for £_________________
or please charge my credit/debit card.
Card No:                    Type of card:______________________________

Valid Expiry Maestro
From Date Issue No

Name

Address

Postcode                                            

Tel

E-mail

Peter Christian Special Offer Chino Trousers

100% Cotton
Chino Trousers
Introductory 
Special Offer £25a pair 

when you 
buy 2 pairs
or more

Why pay £50 plus for chinos of this quality when you can buy
two pairs for the same price? These trousers are made in mid-
weight cotton twill with a reinforced French bearer fly front for a
trim, tidy and secure waist fastening that will never pull out of
shape. Choose from four attractive colour ways and enjoy these
relaxed casual trousers that are as smart as they are comfortable
and remember, only Peter Christian Chinos have...

The unique sliding waist zip that you can adjust for a perfect fit.
Join the thousands of Zip-to-Fit devotees and enjoy perfect fitting
trousers every day. Too tight? Simply ease out the zipped waist.
Too loose? Adjust for a comfortable tailored fit.

..our Original Zip-to-Fit™

Comfort System

• Waist extends 4" and retracts 2"
• 1 zipped and 1 buttoned hip pocket
• French bearer reinforced fly front
• 100% Cotton   • Single pleat
• Machine washable   • Tough zip fly
• Free return service and money back

guaranteed if not delighted

Order Now 

01273 493 393
open 8am-8pm 7 days a week

www.peterchristian.co.uk

Sand

Stone

Navy

Sage

Belt not includedBelt not included

Stone

Christiantrousers  14/3/07  11:27  Page 1



0800 0282802

For a free brochure or
free home demonstration call FREE

• Safe, secure and simple to operate
• Takes you to the very bottom of your

own bath and lifts you out with ease
• Does not reduce bathing space or depth
• Retracts to allow normal use of your bath
• Installed FREE by us in under 2 hours

Relax.

Or post the freepost coupon below. (no stamp required)

Sit...

Lower…

Mr/Mrs/Ms

Daytime Tel

Address

   Postcode

 Please send me a free brochure      Please call me to arrange a free home trial

Post to: AQUALIFT, FREEPOST SWC2458, Droitwich WR9 0BR

ALL NEW 
design for 

2007

Call now for a

FREE
no obligation 
home demo

LIFE/03/04/07/q

Bathing made easy
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HEALTH

WEATHER MONITORING

OPTICAL ACCESSORIES & SERVICES

GIFTS

WEATHER MONITORING

The Sun and Moon control 
Time and Tide and our sailing. 
Be master of both with

TIDEMASTER
MOONPHASE

®

YACHTING INSTRUMENTS LTD.
BOATING DEPARTMENT, MAPPOWDER

STURMINSTER NEWTON, DORSET, DT10 2EH
Visit www.tidemaster.co.uk

Express despatch: Credit cards or POs
Cheques allow 10 days Tel: 01258 817662

Blue or White 
Dial

daily shows tidal state with

* Spring and neap tides at

* Tidal monitoring bezel set

* Guaranteed working depth

* Luminised hands.

* Economy straps £84.95.

* Exact phase of the moon          

* Webbing reinforced PU

* Waterproof leather straps

* Chronometer accuracy.

* Stainless steel £99.95.

displayed.

a glance.

navigational accuracy.

£94.95.

straps £89.95.

NOW 50 fathoms with all
stainless steel case.

Tidemaster 1x6.5.indd   1 10/08/2006   15:49:07

Barometers & Barographs
New items & restoration

by experienced craftsmen
Russell Scientific Instruments Ltd.

Rash’s Green, Dereham,
Norfolk NR19 1JG

Tel: (01362) 693481
sales@russell-scientific.co.uk
www.russell-scientific.co.uk

Birthday Due? Give someone an 
original newspaper, dated the very day they were born. 
£29 Tel: 01492 - 531195 9am-9pm everyday.
Email: elfedjones@hotmail.co.uk

Yesterdays News - Birthday Due 11   1 17/10/2006   16:21:58

Monk�Optics

Binocular�Specialists

Email:�advice@monkoptics.co.uk

Web:�www.monkoptics.co.uk

This unique 90mm or 110mm scope with

twin eyepieces is a major breakthrough in

high powered observation. It is now

possible to observe distant objects with two

eyes for fatigue free viewing and higher

resolution and yet still retain the relative

compactness, lighter weight, and lower

prices which have traditionally favoured

spott ing scopes over observation

binoculars.

Visit us or send for details of our full range of

observation binoculars, starting from£295.

Wye�Valley�Observatory

The�Old�School�Brockweir,

Chepstow,�NP16�7NW

Tel:�(01291)�689858

Fax:�(01291)�689834

Two�Eyes�Are

Better�Than�One

SHOPPING

SS722

RC783

EXCITING  ADVERTISING 
OPPORTUNITIES!

The Summer 2007 edition of The 
Lifeboat Magazine will see the launch 

of the ‘RNLI DIRECTORY’.

For further information please 
contact Leah Fitz-Henry on 

01225 465060 or email 
leah.fitz-henry@madisonbell.com

NEXT ISSUE PUBLISHED 3rd JULY 2007
BOOKING DEADLINE:  2nd MAY 2007 
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To advertise on these pages please contact Megan Jones at:
Madison Bell Ltd, Beau Nash House, 19 Union Passage, Bath, BA1 1RD.
Telephone 01225 465 060 Fax 01225 465 061 or Email megan.jones@madisonbell.com 

IRELAND

DORSET

www.islandcottageholidays.com

ISLAND COTTAGE HOLIDAYS
Isle of Wight. Charming individual cottages in 
lovely rural and coastal surroundings. Some 
cottages with pools and a wonderful house 

beside the beach at seaview. ETC3-5 Stars.  
For a brochure ring: 01929 480080

DEVON & CORNWALL

Dart Valley Cottages. Pretty cottages on 
& around River Dart including Dartmouth 
and Dittisham. Sailing schools, boat hire. 

01803 771127 www.dartvalleycottages.co.uk

CHANNEL ISLANDS

Saints Bay Hotel,
St Martins, Guernsey

35 rooms, country hotel
10% discount to RNLI members

Tel: 01481 238888
www.saintsbayhotel.com

  CANAL HOLIDAY   Devon

MID DEVON HIRE BOATS & MOORINGS
Brochure : 01884 252178   www.middevonhireboats.co.uk

Along the Beautiful Grand Western Canal
Country Park & Local Nature Reserve

POLRUAN-BY-FOWEY
Old fisherman’s cottage, a few paces from 
the quay. Sleeps 2/4. Woodburning stove. 
Sailing, fishing, walking or just watching! Pubs 
and shops. People say “Good Morning!”.

BROCHURE & BOOKINGS
01726 870582

www.polruancottages.co.uk

CORNWALL - THE HELFORD RIVER
Exceptional holiday house on a private 

quay. Overlooking water, woods & 
fields. Log fire, balcony & riverfront 

garden. Boats offered.
01326 221297 www.bishopsquay.com

Restronguet Nr. Falmouth
Peaceful, picturesque, watersedge hamlet
Boating facilities, Own quay, slip, beach.

Houses sleeping 2,4,6,8 Gardens, dogs welcome.
Near Pandora Inn. Friday booking all year.

Peter Watson 01326 372722
www.creeksideholidayhouses.co.uk

WEST COUNTRY

CUMBRIA

ARGYLL (Oban Area)
Choice of 4 individual, generously equipped
 quality cottages, sleeping 2-6.  Lovely rural 

settings, enjoying fine views and all within easy 
driving distance of Oban. Dogs welcome.  

www.obanholidaycottages.co.uk
Tel. enquiries 01631 710504

NORTH WEST OF SCOTLAND
Achmelvich Beach, near Lochinver

Modern Self Catering Caravans
6 Berth, fully serviced.

Beautiful beach.
Tel/Fax 01571 844454

www.lochinverholidays.co.uk

TARBERT, LOCH FYNE
Choice of 3 self-catering flats,  each in Victorian villas 

overlooking the harbour.   Each flat sleeps up to 6.  
Tel: 01880 820526 

www.tarbertlochfyne.com/harbourview

Mrs J Hunt - Tarbert, Loch Fyne 1   1 06/02/2007   16:28:00

WALES

Fisherman’s Cottage, West Wales
- beachside location, sleeps 4. Excellent 
sailing, walking and dolphin watching. 

Weeks or weekend lets. Tel 01275 845258

Tenby, Saundersfoot & the very best
in Pembrokeshire National Park!

Fabulous 5 Star cottages with private pool, 
hot tub, free golf, tennis and stunning cliff top 

locations from just £29pp per night!
Only from www.escapedirectory.com

Call us on 01834 870000

CARLTON HOTEL MUMBLES
Family run, 20 en-suite rooms many with 
panoramic views over Swansea  Bay. On 
level opposite Mumbles promenade, just 
minutes from the Pier and lifeboat station. 
Beautiful local walks and restaurant.

Ground Floor Rooms.
B&B from 30pppn. DB&B available. 
Call for special offer for Lifeboat readers.

www.carltonmumbles.co.uk
mail@carltonmumbles.co.uk

Tel: 01792 360450

Carlton Mumbles 2x5.indd   1 17/11/2006   15:47:00

OVERSEAS

Loulé Algarve
Private villa, 3 bedrooms, sleeps 6.  Pool, garden, 
maid.  For brochure fax 01534 639640 

or visit www.telheiro.com

ISLE OF WIGHT

Disabled friendly - Luxury cottages in 
the beautiful, tranquil Dorset countryside.  

Wet-room showers & heated pool.
01258 818 196   www.TheEllwoodCentre.co.uk

CADGWITH COVE, CORNWALL
Selected cottages around beautiful 
unspoiled fishing village. Ideal for 
out-of-season breaks. Complete 
peace and quiet. Pets welcome.

Brochure: 01326 290764
www.cadgwithcovecottages.com

email: covecottages@aol.com

SCOTLAND

FOWEY - The Old Lifeboat Station.
Waterfront apartment.  Town centre, but quiet. Sleeps 2.
Short lets Nov-March  (02392) 632807 for brochure.
or: www.btinternet.com/~sue.shenton

POLRUAN BY FOWEY

Tel: 01403 710206 www.moville.co.uk

Spacious 3 Bedroom house 
with harbour views.

Sleeps 6.  Parking for 2 cars.  
Dogs permitted.

DEVON & CORNWALL

Family run cosy barns and cottages in 
Hawkshead/Sawrey area. Free fishing with 
most. Pets welcome. Great walks/views. Tel:
015394 42435 www.lakeland-hideaways.co.uk

PORTLOE, CORNWALL
Choice of 2 renovated former fishermen’s 
cottages both just yards from the harbour 
in this beautiful unpoilt Roseland Peninsula 
fishing village. Sleep 4 & 6 respectively.
Phone 0208 541 5919 for details & a brochure 

SWANAGE: AVALON. S.C HOLIDAY FLATS 
AND FLATLETS, SLEEP 2/10, FULLY EQUIPPED, 

C.H., CAR PARK, 200M BEACH/TOWN. 
BROCHURE 01929 424779

swanage holiday properties ltd.

Fax: 01929 423658  www.swanagehp.co.uk

Quality S.C cottages, houses & flats. Over 30 
years in holiday lettings. Tel: 01929 421525

FLORIDA DREAM VILLA
Four bedrooms/3 bathrooms. Heated 

pool, TV, DVD, etc. Close to all attractions. 
£495 per week all in, no hidden extras.

www.floridapinesdreamvilla.com
01278 784 541

UNSPOILT MENORCA FARMHOUSE  B&B
Sanctuary! NO CHILDREN

English Run. 12 Ensuite Rooms
35ft Heated Pool + Bar

From £39 pppd with Air-con
Not open to the public

Brochure UK 01624 832483

www.menorcacountryhouse.com

EAST OF ENGLAND

WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA, NORFOLK
A clean cosy cottage (no stairs) overlooking 
delightful green on the unspoilt North Norfolk 
Coast. Sleeps 4, c.h., no pets. Tel: 01328 711220

UK HOLIDAYS
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To advertise on these pages please contact Megan Jones at:
Madison Bell Ltd, Beau Nash House, 19 Union Passage, Bath, BA1 1RD.
Telephone 01225 465 060 Fax 01225 465 061 or Email megan.jones@madisonbell.com 

CRUISES & BOATING HOLIDAYS

To advertise in the classified section of 
the Summer 2007 issue - 

published on the 3rd July 2007,
Please call Megan Jones on:

01225 465060

£45 + VAT
per single column centimetre

Spot colour + 10%
Full colour + 25%

Book early to avoid disappointment.
Booking Deadline - 2nd May 2007

Sail a real

Square Rigger
TS ROYALIST

the flagship of the Sea Cadets
Enquire now for

April and 
Aug/Sept

Charters 2007
Enthusiasm with a reasonable level of fitness 

more important than experience!
Age range sixteen to seventy plus - of both sexes.

 A wonderful opportunity to have fun sailing a 
square rigger with permanent crew of five and 

twenty volunteers.

For more information, Contact Ron Gray
Charter Secretary

16 Pinetree Chase, West Winch
Kings Lynn, Norfolk, PE33 0QQ

Tel: 01553 840550
Email: chartwork@btopenworld.com

Email: info@bargeholidayuk.com
Web: www.bargeholidayuk.com

Tel: (07831)
      110811

Gallinago Barge Holidays
Cruise in style and comfort on our owner hosted 

barge cruises on England’s canals, rivers and 
estuaries. Enjoy fine food, walking, beautiful 

countryside and home comforts. Twin and double 
cabins available for 7 night cruises.
Inland Waterway Holiday Cruises

Greenham Lock Cottage, Ampere Road
Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 5SN

SAILING

NORFOLK BROADS
Yacht charter and RYA sailing
school.  Sailing holidays on
Norfolk’s unique waterways.

Camelot Craft (01603) 783 096

Norfolk Powerboating
A Unique opportunity to take a course or just 
a trip on “Constance of Blakeney”, our ex RNLI 
Watson 42 Lifeboat. RYA Training Centre 
offering the full range of RYA Powerboat 
courses.  Tel: 01263 576768   on967@aol.com

www.trainingafloat.com

SOLENT SAILING
Yacht charter Bareboat & Skippered 35-50’ yachts. 

All well equipped.   Great summer deals.
0800 0430 951  www.lostrissailing.co.uk

SERVICES

PERSONAL

NATURAL FRIENDS. Ethical online
friendship and introductions for coast
and country lovers. Founded 1985
www.natural-friends.com 01284 728315

Natural Friends.indd   1 07/11/2006   09:59:46

CARGO SHIP VOYAGES LTD
World wide travel as passengers 

on cargo ships. 
Tel: 01473 736265

RNLI RECYCLING
Please help the RNLI save lives by recycling inkjet and toner cartridges

The recycling scheme is simple, quick and easy.

Don’t throw your cartridges away!

• You can help the environment  

• You can help raise vital funds  

• You can help save lives at sea

Did you know that over six million toner cartridges are used in the UK every year and
that in the last decade, an estimated 250 million print cartridges have been 

disposed of in landfill sites?

To ask for a collection bin or freepost envelopes please contact Accutecc quoting ‘RNLI recycling’
on 01279 401320. Accutecc UK Ltd,West Road,Templefields, Harlow, Essex CM20 2AL

Or for further information visit www.accutecc.co.uk or www.rnli.org.uk

tizzys ad  7/9/04  3:39 pm  Page 1
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Superb performance and style
The streamlined WAVE® music system produces a richness of sound

you’d ordinarily expect only from bigger, more expensive hi-fis.
Bose U.S. patented dual waveguide speaker technology produces room-filling sound of superb clarity and
resonance at the touch of a button – giving instruments like kettle drums and bass guitars a more vivid, 
natural presence. From the highest flights of a singer’s voice to the most complex orchestral scores, your
music sounds clearer, better defined. “The sound is punchy & impressive... all one could want from a system
of this kind” says Gramophone magazine and adds “Its ability to fill an average room is quite astonishing.”

It doesn’t just sound great, it looks great too. Your WAVE® music system’s sleek, slimline design will fit any
room in your home or office. And best of all, it is as easy to use as it is elegant; no complicated set-up, no
wires to connect. Delivering superb sound, it fully deserves to be pride of place in the living room. And yet it
is so versatile, it slips easily into a bedroom, kitchen or conservatory. Newsday describes the performance
as “much, much bigger than you’d expect”. When you call, ask how you can receive £50 trade-in
Cash-Back when you order before 30 April 2007.

Enjoy the WAVE® music system risk-free in your home for 30 days.
You’ll be delighted by the WAVE® music system’s sound and style, so call now and find out more about a
30-day risk-free home audition and discover its amazing performance for yourself – with absolutely
no obligation. When you call ask how you can get £50 Cash-Back when you buy the WAVE® music
system before 30 April 2007 and how you can take advantage of our easy, interest-free payment
plan* which, after an initial deposit, allows you to make 4 monthly instalments with no interest charges
from Bose. Listen to the WAVE® music system just once and you’ll discover how great your favourite music
can sound.

Plug it in, turn it on and enjoy your favourite music like never before.

The BOSE® WAVE® music system

*Instalment payment plan is available on credit/debit cards only and subject to status.  An initial deposit is due at the time of order and all payments will be charged to your
credit/debit card. There will be no interest charges from Bose.  In the event of late payment, credit/debit card company interest charges may apply. Delivery subject to product
availability. Price and/or payment plan subject to change without notice. Risk-free refers to 30-day trial only. ©2007 Bose Corporation. All rights reserved. The WAVE® music
system’s distinctive design is also a registered trademark of Bose Corporation in the U.S and other countries. Quotes are reprinted with permission: Gramophone magazine, 
July 05; Stephen Williams, Newsday, 31/10/04. 

• U.S. patented dual waveguide speaker technology
• plug in and play; no unsightly wires
• elegant, button-free design
• sleek, slot loading CD drive
• also plays MP3 CD’s

• high performance AM/FM tuner
• handy credit card-style remote control
• compact size just 10.6 x 36.9 x 22cm†

• cable for connecting your iPod
or MP3 player

Shown in Platinum White

Great Music
Deserves Great Sound

£5
0

Cash
-Bac

k

Call
 NOW to

 fin
d o

ut 
more

Available DIRECT from Bose
by calling FREE on

☎0800 022 044
Or   Text ‘Mag187’ to 84118

Quote ref. 10460, 
or visit www.boseinfo.co.uk

for more information on a risk-free 30-day home audition

Opening Times: Mon-Fri: 8.30am - 8.30pm 
Sat & Sun: 9.00am - 8.00pm

£50 trade-in Cash-Back
when you send us your old radio.

Call now for details.

Enjoy a 30-day risk-free home trial of the WAVE®

music system before 30 April 2007. Once the trial is 
over, send us your old radio - free of charge in the 
convenient pack provided - and we’ll credit you with a
£50 Cash-Back payment, with our compliments.
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